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Play and win. 
Answer this quiz correctly and win prizes.  

1. How many short stories are in the first Issue of The Nalubaale Review 

Magazine? 

2. What is the poem, ‘’ in our first issue about? 

3. The first issue features writers from how many African countries?  

 

Adventure and win: 

 Invite ten people to follow our blog and receive a free gift from us when they all do! 

Also, subscribe to our mailing list, our blog and our WhatsApp Readers/Authors 

Group. 

 

Join our mailing list: nalubaalereview@gmail.com  

Our blog:  nalubaalereview.wordpress.com 

WhatsApp: +256753953781 

 

 

CALL FOR ROMANCE MANUSCRIPTS  

We are looking to publish the best romance stories and novels from Africa. Submit your romance 

or fantasy fiction novel manuscript to us today. Send them to nalubaalereview@gmail.com. 

“RomanceChallenge” / “FantasyChallengeAfrica” as the email subject.  

mailto:nalubaalereview@gmail.com
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Word from the Editor.  

Travel is the most amazing gift you can give yourself. When you travel, great things happen to 

you. Whether it is to the village upcountry, to a national park, a museum, a faraway land, you 

definitely learn and see new things. But for travelling nomads, travelling feeds their souls, it is a 

part of them. It is super exciting when you travel and write about it.  

For us here at the Nalubaale Review Magazine, we are happy to feature some of the exciting 

travel stories from around Africa. From mountaineering adventures, travelling the famous Cape 

to Cairo, to cultural travels, to simple travels to, say, a local government office. People travel and 

are affected differently by it. Some even travel to find themselves! We hope these stories will 

inspire you to travel more, write more and enjoy both. Cheers!  

Nakitto Irene,  

Editor-in-Chief,  

The Nalubaale Review Magazine.  
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Poems Part 1. 

 

Browntown Ballad by Tochukwu Eze 

The rhythm from my earplugs switched to Afro 

Jolting me from a trance to hit the next button 

Only to find myself lost in this mirage 

Who knew buses could be boarded to dreamland? 

 

The welcome sign; a mask of vague simplicity 

But we slipped past it 

And there was nothing vague about everything beyond 

Mama has said at the park “The first thing you see there, marry it” 

So, hey there lucky squirrel, tall coconut and palm trees 

Large birds partying in the orange clouds 

I’m getting married to beauty 

The symphony that consumed me  

Everything that I heard, everything that I saw 

People with brown skin; more colourful than their clothes 

Turning in excitement as we drove by 

Equally brown kids running and jumping and laughing in the evening breeze 

My hands plastered on the side window, broad eyes 

Charmed smile, like a child in an amusement park 

This was my favourite song! 

Different puppy and dog breeds 

Packs and packs of small designed huts 

Fresh blue smoke rising from a distance; another thick red 

Giant adjacent walls covered in graffiti 

An old man playing with a stringed instrument 

But moving to the same bass and slow kicks that my brain cells danced to 

The beat got slower as my neck kept twisting 

Till the goodbye sign was out of sight 

Then came on another song. 

 

Everyone else was busy chatting and uninterested 

Almost like I was the only one who saw it 

Someday, I told myself, I will return to this place. 

I will write an African ballad about this land. 

 

 

 

A Haiku by Tochukwu Eze 

 

See through travel’s eyes 

Feel the breeze caress your skin 

Define beautiful. 
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Immigrant by Charlotte Akello - Uganda 

Home is where your foot rests  

But when you forget to place down your foot because bombs swallow dreams; 

Home becomes a death trap 

You try to dodge home until you give up an arm. 

 

You choose to leave, because to you, home is peace 

And you fly away until you land in a place that gives you another name, 

But the name is a mark 

And you carry it for years; 

It's a burden on your shoulder and you hope you won't break 

Because sometimes places are free but people own spaces 

And if you encroach a place, a name is stamped on your skin. 

 

And because you are not like them, 

You take in all their sins; 

Rape/death/anger/spite, 

You dodge bullets aimed at you for leaving home. 

 

You learn to give up things like your tongue 

But you still have to dodge bullets when you put on a hoodie; 

Your hands must not be in your pocket because they can't trust you 

You learn not to trust yourself too... 

 

And each day, you hope the label fades  

But the ink is too strong 

And your voice is weak 

So you learn to live with a name that is used to describe sin 

Like leaving home was a sin. 

 

 

 

 

On the Eve of War by Omadang Yowasi - Uganda. 

O silent night! O silent hearts! 

Why no morale here? 

The CO* broke the silence abruptly. 

The road cleared as we advanced, 

Trucks grumbled past Mubende, 

Dawn downed on us, 

The engines still sang. 

 

O darkness! O hell! We are dead! 

They shrugged wherever we passed: 

Then, squatting flimsy tea plants, 

And a sky, blue and tender, 
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As the quiet River Mpanga meandered away; 

We penetrated into Fort Portal, 

The epicenter of sweet beauty. 

 

O Uganda! O Rwenzori! We are lost! 

A skyline of mountains lay ahead; 

All rugged, dark, smoky and still. 

We disembarked in Kasese major, 

Adored the virgin valleys of Kithoma, 

Patrolled the humming River Rwimi; 

’Twas a war of adventure. 

 

 *CO - Commanding Officer 

 

 

The Magi of Dadaab by Gilbert Mwangi - Kenya 

Like magi of yore, 
Three refugee boys ride, 

Upon a myrrh laden dromedary, 

Down the narrow street, 

Betwixt blue UN tents. 

 

What’s the matter lads? 

I ask the trio. 

Abo, we are hungry. 

Says the eldest. 
His mouth flashing - 

With teeth of gold. 

From their shirts drifts, 

The whiff of exotic frankincense. 

 

I toss them a few shilling coins, 

To silence their hunger pangs. 

But off they ride to a cinema parlour, 

To silence their hunger, 
For Western glamour, 

That they hope to escape to, 

These young magi of Dadaab. 
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Where I Come from by Benibo 

The rush of the rivers 

Sound like eternal voices chorusing the passage of time. 

A song best known to us indigenes. We discern its rise and fall. 

 

Solid landscapes  

Dissolve into memories,  

Leaving visitors, 

gapping in awe. 

 

But not us,  

The sea is our playground  

A seemingly magical space 

Where terra firma and aqua 

Play hide and seek. 

 

Periwinkles boast about this place.  

They too call it home. 

My land is no land, but water. 

Welcome to my hometown 

 

 

 

 

We Still Live in the Cave by Amirah Al Wassif - Egypt 

We live in the cave, 

me, my people and some funny creatures that appear on the TV screen 

my family doesn't have any screens, 

but our neighbors have one 

they saw these creatures through it,  

they laugh every night, 

they laugh at every breaking news 

when we hear their laughter, 

we laugh too as polite followers 

who don't want to make their leaders disappointed 

 

We live in the cave, 

nursing mother nature’s milk, perfectly like a greedy newborn 

we have no idea  

If we love our cave or not? 

we have no food, no water 

but, our neighbors have. 

we hear the movement of their mouth every day, every night 

we absorb as they water and feed their bodies 

and then, we feel like we did it, ‘we ate, we drunk, we also had our shower’. 

We live in the cave, watching the shadows of ourselves here and there 
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And if you ask me 

"Do you ever feel bored?" 

I will automatically answer you 

‘No, we don’t’  

but, if my neighbors felt bored before 

my answer would be "yes" 

because as you know, I and my people are their followers. 

 

We live in the cave, 

trying to figure out our way 

through our neighbor's eye 

they talk to us behind the ancient walls every year. 

Every year, they come and stop close to our cave 

and order us to shut up our mouths  

cause that doesn’t fit the modern civilization age 

we are so polite to our leaders 

so, we do that, we shut up. 

 

We live in the cave, 

with no clothes, we are all here naked as the day we were born 

but, that doesn't matter 

because our neighbors have clothes 

they have many 

and they promised us they will donate to us 

it is a grand prize for me and my people, isn't it? 

 

We live in the cave with no information 

keeping our blinders on our eyes 

trying our best to catch what’s new from our neighbors’ station 

and they still laugh every night,  

every breaking news 

we also laugh too 

and when they laugh louder, 

we follow our leaders 

and when they laugh louder, 

we follow our neighbors 

but finally, after a while of laughing, 

we start to cry. 

 

 

 

 

I Once Met a Street Child by Amirah Al Wassif - Egypt 

He packed bread for me 

and I don't know if he was he or she 

cause the dusty face of street children 

always prevent the eye to see! 
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he worked and worked so much 

until his face turned red 

this kind of work is very harsh 

when hunger makes your bread! 

 

but he is still a street child 

so he doesn't have any right 

except selling his dream 

and sleeping in the corners every night. 

 

 

 

 

Since the Day You Left by Awosusi Oluwbukunmi Abraham - Nigeria 

Even though you left with no hope in your eyes, 

Mama still eye the road you sped away. 

She still asks across the kitchen if you were the one that called. 

Yesterday she said you were coming, 

today she prepared your favourite food, 

and asked me to sweep your room and to arrange your books, 

and she made your bed. 

We sat all day jumping at car honking. 

She checked the calendar to be sure it was today, 

but you never came, 

you never called, 

your food was wasted, perhaps  

no - we gave it to Rannie, your dog.   

  

Since the day you sped away, 

Mama promise to come see you soon 

but you promise to come earlier 

are you not weary of the outsides?  

When will you come home?  

You promised me a souvenir, 

but you collect more chrysanthemum 

from the trees. You said you will be home soon, 

You make fool of our waiting, 

You laugh at us—when we jump to check whose car hoot 

We forgot you left for another land,  

We forgot you parked at our backyard under the shade  

Of a marble garage, you called ‘in memory of…’  
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Window Seat to the Brown Roof City of Ibadan by Awosusi Oluwbukunmi Abraham  

I love to catch a glimpse of lonely trees 

and swinging leaves, 

When travelling in the car. 

To feel the wild air pouring onto my skin, 

While it tears my soul apart. 

But today I rode a poky van, 

Where hell exist under my sole, 

To the ancient brown-roof city of Ibadan. 

  

I forgot to turn on my radio, 

Left to decipher the vibration of the van’s engine 

And the whimpering boy that let his mucus dangle in strappado. 

I wind down the window,  

Hung on a hanger that slacked to the left.  

The heat that penetrates from the steel 

Burnt my feet through my sole. 

  

The whining of the sellers - 

Young girls with trays of corns and drinks 

Beckoning travellers to their goodies - 

Jerked me from my dream.  

 

There it was – the Brown Roof City! 

Ibadan stands above other cities 

swallowing them whole. 

Betrothed storied buildings 

Covered with rusty brown roofs  

The home of ancient stories. 

Ibadan, Clark’s running splash of rust. 

 

 

 

A Visit to the Museum by Awosusi Oluwbukunmi Abraham - Nigeria 

Africa is the place I learned to live 

A toddler breed in this black-land. 

Where the angry sun 

Gives a taste of the hell we shall later abode 

Where hopes and dreams are cast behind the mask 

Where shrunken children play football with withered legs.  

And shirtless women are shown on TV dancing at the river bay.  

  

A visit to the museum,  

Written on the white-board with a fading marker, 

By my teacher whose eye socket has jailed his vision, 

I saw him pour out the history we forgot to learn as toddlers. 
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A visit to Egypt;  

To the pyramids of Giza, 

Brittle skeletons of Pharaohs rode  

On luxuries buried for their afterlives. 

A stony sepulchre lies lonely ruling the grand pit, 

And the Khufu ship rests dissembled,  

With chariots left glowing in gold,  

Many a history to tell,  

To generations to come 

Of the glowing history of Africa. 

In this home of a million blocks 

Holding history. 

 

 

Paris by Alvin Kathembe - Kenya 

I’m on the Champ de Mars  

to get an eyeful of the Tower. 

At the stroke of the hour, 

There, she sparkles like a diamond. 

 

I have heard the bells of Notre Dame peal 

and felt my heart tremble 

as her organ thundered through 

those ancient, hallowed halls. 

I have walked the streets 

where Dumas, Picasso and Baldwin breathed. 

I have traced, with my eyes, 

the lines that Santi painted, 

the forms that Michelangelo 

brought out from the stone. 

 

I’ve looked into Egyptian sarcophagi, 

and gazed upon a mummy;  

so wonderfully preserved-  

and such a long, long way from home. 

Oh, Paris! 

Your streets are paved with African lives 

how we sparkle on the throats of your wives! 

Oh, Montmarte!  

You are old, and huge, and wonderful and white 

but your foundations, your cement, is black. 

 

Marine Le Pen’s on the nine o’clock news: 

‘Immigrants, stay away, please.’ 

But on every other corner—my heart leaps to see it— 

the tricolore swims in the breeze. 
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Flight 452 to Cairo by Alvin Kathembe 

On the flight to Cairo, we sit three to an aisle. 

To my left is Günter, 

a journalist for Der Spiegel: 

blonde, blue-eyed, 

and wearing a ‘Wakanda Forever’ T-shirt. 

On my right sits Siphiwe. 

Red, green and gold beads are interwoven 

in the dreadlocks snaking down to his shoulders. 

He’s an artist,  

currently working on a graphic novel  

about the life of Walter Sisulu. 

Well, I write comics, I tell him, 

what a happy coincidence! 

Yes, yes, he agrees, thank God 

for awkward flight connections. 

And we get talking, 

geeking out over our craft. 

 

They dim the lights, and the screen in front of me 

shows that we’re at thirty-six thousand feet 

just north of Lake Tana; 

coming up over Gondar, where the Italians made their last stand. 

It also indicates that the outside air temperature  

is minus forty-six degrees 

in case, I guess, I was thinking of stepping outside to stretch my legs. 

Siphiwe and I have been talking non-stop for the past two hours. 

We exchange contacts, and determine to work together, soon. 

 

Say, Siphiwe, asks at length, 

how come we have never met before? 

Were you at the launch of the African Comic Writer’s Association in Johannesburg last week? 

No, I reply.  

I wanted to be, but your consulate in Nairobi 

wants 10 working days to process a visa 

as do the Egyptians— 

I couldn’t do both that, and this.  

Shame, Siphiwe says, shaking his head, 

a red, green and gold flywhisk. 

Shame, I agree. 

 

I was there, says Günter, 

I covered the ACWA launch. 

Is that right, Siphiwe asks, across me. I didn’t see you. 

Yes, you did, Günter replies, smiling. 

I gave you my card. 

Siphiwe laughs and slaps his forehead— 
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well, nice to meet you again, he jokes 

and they shake hands, awkwardly, on my stomach. 

 

Are you going to be at EgyCon too? I ask. 

Günter nods his head. 

These embassies, I complain. 

You must have planned out your itinerary way in advance. 

Well, he says, apologetically, 

I don’t need a visa for SA, 

And I’ll get one on arrival in Cairo. 

 

Ah, we say, Siphiwe and I, 

catching each other’s eye. 

We fall silent. 

 

The plane hums on 

and we are now just north of Luxor, 

where the great stone kings lie mum in their valley. 

At some point we climbed to thirty-eight thousand. 

Minus fifty.  

I have a cramp. 

 

 

 

 

Africa Hegira by Marcus – Ghana. 

Out of Africa they went  

In search of greener grounds,  

Poor as they were, went there by foot. 

Whereas others did go lawfully, not by foot. 

On their way, they found,  

Trapped on the desert, footprints 

To pick them up, they did decide 

They actually did pick them up. 

One after the other, gathered they sands 

And one after the other, dropped they did in the sands. 

In awe, they previously did not pick dust. 

Thus in awe, they did see dust 

The footprints they had lost 

Their lives they had lost. 

Truly, they cometh out of dust  

So they returneth unto dust. 

No memorial grave of them to be found. 

Only, as history to be told. 
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The People to Whom this Space Belongs by Boletilemang Gabokgatlhe - Botswana 

 

This is my country, to which I salute 

The country of my birth to which I’m deeply rooted 

Pain of pains, this is a country that I can never lead 

For my ancestors, Makwerekwere are deemed 

Alien historical creatures, not to be trusted 

And whose progenies therefore must be constitutionally banished 

And excluded from the corridors of high office and self-worth 

To singularly demonstrate that inferior citizens, they are 

 

But, I was born in this country to which I salute 

And have I travelled its width and breadth 

Seen its undulating contours and its mesmerizing beauty 

I’ve seen its ugly warts and its stubborn pimples 

This country to which I salute and swear by 

 

But, there are a people to whom this space truly belongs 

A people who amidst insurmountable burdens 

Somehow survive and traverse their motherland with restraint 

Chanting neither lyrics of war nor uprising 

They traverse the great thirst lands and bare plains 

Hunting and gathering what nature favours them with 

And sleep under open skies unperturbed by the wickedness of the few 

For the oracle has painted the sky in azure certainty  

 

This country shall return to the Bushmen of the great thirst lands 

The indigenous big-hearted Khoisan nation 

The indomitable Khwe to whom this space truly belongs 

And all of us Bantu shall be Makwerekwere 

In this country I salute and swear by 

And justice fair to all the Khwe shall dispense.  
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Short Stories Part 1.  

 

A Trip to the Visa Office By Nattimah E Wekesa - Kenya 

 

Naftali had often seen her parents prepare to go to the visa office with so much care but 

she never truly understood where the fear came from. The night before, she watched half 

amused, as her mother carefully arranged the different documents required. Her father would be 

seated on the same table, watching keenly as he sipped his glass of wine. Naftali would laugh, as 

her mother frantically looked for a certain document assuming it had been misplaced.  This was a 

bit ridiculous, she thought, kwani it was an exam? 

Once Naftali’s mother had arranged everything in order, she would carefully insert the 

documents into two brown envelopes and confidently declare that all that was left was prayers. 

An appointment to the American Embassy was so grave it required prayers, as if they were 

travelling home to the village. But then again, her mother uttered these words for almost 

everything. The night hours were short.  

Morning arrived and it was the day of visiting the much revered American Embassy 

Office. Her parents were clad in full office attire even though none of them was reporting to 

work that day. A day of absence was required from their workplace for them to fully cater to its 

importance. Their breakfast was a light meal before they left, envelopes in hand and Naftali bid 

them goodbye and a sarcastic good luck. It was mid-afternoon before her parents applicants 

arrived back home. Judging from their beaming faces, they had been successful. All traces of 

modesty and humility dissipated, replaced with an air of haughtiness. They were eager to show 

off how quickly they had been processed since they had carried all their documents.  ‘What is 

left now is the world!’ were words were uttered by her father who had played a minimal role in 

this success. Her mother on a different tune attributed the success to God.  

This had been almost two years ago when her parents were planning to travel to America 

for her cousin Wama’s graduation. He was being awarded his doctorate as his father kept on 

saying instead of saying PHD. Being the first in the family, the African fashion dictated that a 

few family members had to grace the occasion and celebrate the feat that their son had 

accomplished.  

***  

Sitting in the air conditioned waiting room of the South African Embassy, the events of 

that day kept playing back in her mind. This time, however, the moral of the story becoming 

more and more apparent with every passing minute.  Naftali was seated there with her cousin, 

envelopes in hand, waiting for their ticket number to be called. The waiting room was full of 

people and the air condition seemed to be working overtime to sustain the number of people. 

There were six stalls in front of them and only four were active. There was a screen above each 

stall indicating the number which was currently being assessed by the clerks. A tall watchman 

clad in full black uniform, with a logo reading ‘SAXON SECURITIES’ on the right side of his 

sweater, was patrolling the waiting room. His black heavy boots echoed his every step. His head 

was oval shaped and long, with small eyes which were magnified by the thick spectacles he was 

wearing. His nose was fat and sat resolutely in the middle of his face, blaring any time he would 

show signs of irritation. His lips were black with a fixed expression of contempt. The man was 

busy directing people to move along the waiting room chairs, in order to create room for the 

other applicants who were coming in. He would also chase away anyone who dared pick up the 

phone while in the waiting room. Naftali had learnt that the hard way. Her cousin, Laila was 
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busy on her phone, Naftali could see her scrolling endlessly through different apps. She had tried 

to do the same thing to keep herself busy but had resigned to aimlessly look at her immediate 

surroundings.  

They had been invited to Cape Town to celebrate Christmas with Laila’s brother Hillary 

who lives there. Naftali was so excited, she had never travelled outside her country before and 

she had heard many beautiful things about Cape Town.  This little office was the only obstacle in 

the way of her and that beautiful town. The clerks ahead - bored and yawning - had the power to 

determine whether she would travel or not. Looking at the clock ahead it was already 8. It had 

been hours since they came here. She wondered if sleeping was allowed, looking directly at their 

‘monitor’ who was still pacing around surveying the movement of every person. She watched as 

he chased out a lady for trying to take some yoghurt in the waiting room. Not even waiting for 

any explanation but simply uttering,  

“Madam hapana mahali pa kukula hapa, kukula ni hapo nje!”  

 

Naftali, a bit drowsy, shifted her body towards a lady directly ahead of her, who was 

closing her eyes for a while but breathing beautifully. She must be asleep, she thought. She also 

knew that one gentle tap or sound and the lady’s eyes would pop wide open. Women had 

mastered the art of appearing to be asleep in public places yet actually extremely alert. Naftali 

wondered where this gift had come from. The lady must have been in her mid-fifties judging by 

the mixed crop of grey hair on her head. She was wearing a brown stripped skirt suit with a white 

vest and had wrapped herself with a heavy black shawl holding a large handbag and a brown 

envelope on her lap. Perhaps she was a mother going to visit her son or daughter living in South 

Africa, Naftali thought. There was an increasing number of Kenyans living in South Africa. Her 

cousin Hilary, was a professor at the University of Cape Town. He lived in Cape Town with his 

wife, a Kenyan woman called Njoki, whom he had met while studying for his undergraduate 

degree in the United Kingdom. Njoki had lived with her family in the United Kingdom her entire 

life.   

The lady’s phone rang out loudly, startling her from her sleep. The ringtone sounded 

more like a distressed alarm and the guard, on full duty, swiftly made his way towards the lady. 

She frantically tried to retrieve the phone to silence the blaring alarm. She succeeded in putting it 

off but was given a stern warning that it should not happen again. They was shuffling along the 

seats as different numbers were called and a renewed hope that we would soon be attended to. A 

light skinned man, in khaki trousers and a navy blue checked shirt entered the room. He man 

looked irritated and kept glancing from his watch to the teller booths. She watched as the man 

got up and walked towards the security guard pulling him towards the door. He began 

negotiating with the watchman with animated gestures, showing him his ticket number and the 

one on the tellers’ boards and pointing at the clock. The guard patiently listened to the man 

express his frustrations not too concerned. This was not a government office where you could 

just throw your weight or problems onto someone and expect to be served first. Sure enough, the 

man walked back to his seat even more irritated after receiving barely any help from the guard 

who had carried on with his duties. Five minutes later, the man dropped his receipt paper on the 

ground and proceeded to leave in a huff.  

A loud thud disrupted Naftali’s train of thought as a fat Indian man with a grey beard and 

a clean shaven head was banging exasperatedly onto the glass frame of the booth. “Listen I have 

been here TWO TIMES! And you keep on adding new documents for me to bring! This is 

ridiculous!” he shouted. She craned her neck to see who was at the other end of the booth 

receiving the reprimand and saw a man standing next to a chair which was presumably holding 
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another person who was being blocked by the Indian man. The man calmly addressed the Indian 

man. The guard had now moved slowly behind the Indian man, but seemed reluctant to even 

address him. The Indian man, still annoyed, hastily put back his rejected documents into his 

envelope and stormed out, with the guard following him pretending to reassert his authority. The 

clerks simply shook their heads and let out a bit of laughter probably mocking the poor man.  It 

was approaching 9 and the till numbers were still on number 15, Naftali and her cousin were 

number 70.  

The clerk who had come to dissolve the situation with the Indian man was still busy 

flirting away with the female clerk not in any hurry to return to his desk.  A conversation taking 

place behind Naftali sparked her attention, reminding her of her mother. “You know if we don’t 

sort this out today, I don’t know when we are going to come back here! Ungeaamka tu mapema 

tumalizane na hii mashida zote urudi ulale… now look at our number 95! My Goodness!”  

Peering back slowly, the chastising voice came from a dark skinned woman with a broad nose 

and wide lips covered with maroon lipstick that blended perfectly with her skin. Her ears were 

filled with gold earrings and on her head sat a bob black lace front wig. The hair was so stiff that 

even as she swayed her head it didn’t move. She was dressed in a long white dress and had white 

pedicure on her nails. A large Handbag with a ‘Louis Vuitton’ tag was on the floor and 

underneath it was a paper bag to protect the bag from any imaginary dust on the spotless floor.   

Beside the woman was a tall young man probably Naftali’s age. He had a thin face and a 

sharp jaw similar to that of the woman. He was a handsome young man with wide eyes and a 

large nose. He was as well-groomed as his mother with a faded haircut on his head and a slit 

eyebrow. The reprimand he had received from her didn’t seem to bother him until he caught a 

glance of Naftali gazing towards him. It was only then that a sense self-awareness and 

embarrassment was evident to him forcing Naftali to quickly turn to the front. Another student 

applying to study in South Africa, she wildly guessed, maybe at the University of Cape Town 

where her cousin Hilary was teaching.  There many Kenyan students enrolled in South African 

universities. Her mind wondered to the dilemma that was eating her up the past month. What did 

she want to study now that high school was over? There were so many options thrown her way 

but none of them seemed to fully spark her interest. Maybe a gap-year would help her decide. 

Laila had long decided that she was going to study law in high school and was excited about the 

prospect, waiting to join in September. If only it was that easy for all of us, she thought.  

It was now 11 and the line had begun to move drastically, the clerks busy with a sudden 

burst of productivity. As the lunch hour neared there was an increased incentive to do as much as 

possible.  Laila, who loved explaining everything, had told her that the clerks had certain targets 

for the day. It was always easier to do as much before noon so that the work in the afternoon was 

less consuming. The ticket number was on 60, they were so close, Naftali shut her eyes and 

uttered a silent prayer wishing that this excruciatingly boring experience would just end. “Ticket. 

Number. 70. Please proceed to counter number 6”, the automated machine finally echoed across 

the room. A second later, just as they were gathering themselves to proceed to the counter, the 

automated machine called out the holders of ticket number 71 to proceed to counter number 5. 

Their clerk was the same man who Naftali had seen flirting earlier. He had weighed them from 

up to down and clearly looked a bit startled at their age.  

“Are you here alone?” was his first question.  

“Yes we are, here are our documents,” Laila replied as she passed him all the documents.  

A man in a dark suit entered. In a fashion similar to a grand entrance, he confidently 

walked straight towards counter number 5 where a young lady was standing.  The man was of 

medium height with a round head balding and thick eyebrows which cast all the attention away 
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from his small almond-shaped eyes. His nose was big and sat in the middle of his face where a 

few nose hairs could be seen boldly popping out, a growing population of habitants. He was 

dressed in a navy blue pin stripped suit with a white shirt revealing his slightly protruding belly. 

Gently embracing the young lady, he apologized for being late and turned towards the counter 

and greeted the clerk. His entrance had created a kind of hush in the room, as people were eager 

to watch the man’s every movement. The guard had even retreated to the corner, after catching a 

glance of the two men who had escorted the man into the room. They were dressed in dark suits, 

with stern looks on their faces. An air of self-importance which was quite opposite to the 

charisma which their boss exuded.   

The female clerk who had barely started serving the young lady, had now stood up and 

her face transformed to a warm smile. She greeted the man for almost five minutes, as if he was 

a longtime friend.  

“Mr. Wasukhala, I mean Daktari thanks for coming.” was all Naftali kept hearing. The clerk 

viewing our documents was equally intrigued, maybe even a bit envious of the power this single 

man could wield. Naftali watched as he struggled to scan through their documents while also 

trying to eavesdrop on the conversation. Laila stared attentively at him arms crossed, while 

Naftali eyes wondered from her counter to the adjacent counter. The lady standing next to the tall 

man was previously seated next to them and scrolling through her I-pad the entire time. Now that 

she had a proper view, Naftali realized how pretty the young lady was. A light complexion, big 

round eyes with dark mascara under eyelids, a small nose and lips almost like a child-like pout 

which somehow accentuated her beauty. Her beautiful face was complemented by her thick 

natural hair in a high pony tail.    

The female clerk, still on her feet, was making light conversation.   

“Daktari, hehe so why do you want to visit Cape Town, What are your plans?” she asked him. 

The man chuckled a bit and slyly pulled the young lady beside him close to him and said  

 “We are going vacationing! Nduku here has never been to such a beautiful city!” He laughed it 

off with the clerk while the culprit smiled sheepishly, a bit embarrassed. The male attendant 

coughed, and Naftali reverted her gaze back towards their counter.   

 

“I think you’ve carried all the required documents,” he said slowly standing up. She watched him 

grab the stamp which was on a table just behind him. The quick thud of the stamp on their 

passports was the most beautiful sound to hear that visa office.  It is finished they could finally 

leave this dreadful place. There was an overwhelming sense of relief as he handed them the 

documents. It was the same feeling of relief one gets after at the end of a stressful exam period, 

the main joy being that the nerve-wrecking experience was over.   

“What is left now is the world!” she told Laila, who smiled in agreement.  

  

 

 

 

Our Mother is the One Getting Married by  

I have just finished observing our mother and sister load their fourth travel bag, and I am 

wondering why they need that load for a short travel. I read mostly on Facebook that women 

pack a lot of things for any travel, and some of it gets unused and untouched. Why would we do 

that?! Lols. My brothers Onyii, Uche and I are yet to pack. We each own a bag and intend to 
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pack as little as possible for this short travel. It is also our tradition that pack things the night 

preceding the day of travel. It’s a short travel really, but we look forward to it. 

 Our sister’s traditional marriage is in three days and we are yet to leave Awka for Imo 

State. Our mother is setting up and almost organizing everything for the ceremony. She goes to 

the market for food items, does the hiring of cooking utensils, coolers and chairs; calls friends 

who will help with the cooking; makes sure that the tailor making my sister's outfits fulfills their 

agreement a week before; does the sharing of invitation cards and of recent is getting obsessed 

with the outfits she will wear. She has just requested for the third reprint of the invitation card 

which I am to pick up from the printing press in packs. I am afraid that we will be entertaining a 

whole country in our small compound! My sister is in her room with a close friend making sure 

that their other friends, who will lead her out to greet the people during her tradit ional marriage, 

don't disappoint. 

The other day I saw our mother in her room admiring an outfit before carefully putting it 

inside her third travelling bag. The outfit is an expensive Ankara made solely for the ceremony. 

With her chosen design. The shoes to accompany the outfit are in a shoe-bag beside her 

travelling bags. Since we have known the family coming for my sister's hand in marriage, our 

mother has been glowing with happiness and bliss. I do not know again if our mother is the one 

getting married or my sister. With our mother, I have understood that a daughter's marriage is as 

difficult as giving birth to her. The daughter, finally, leaves the mother. I always find our mother 

alone, in her room, staring at a distance, engulfed in her own thoughts. Once, I asked her why 

she had developed such a saturnine attitude. She wore a sullen stare and replied, “Nene will be 

leaving soon”. I smiled. It is what I do best. I smiled because I know our mother well enough: 

she does not mean Nene is "leaving us" in her "leaving soon", but "leaving me". 

It is 6:45 am, we have already taken our baths, had breakfast and put on the clothes 

desired for the travel. We leave the outside lamps on so as to ward off thieves, which I think is 

no longer a brilliant idea. We shut tight the house windows, empty the dustbins, cover the toilet 

seats, put the gas cylinder outside, turn it off and carry it back to the house and turn off the pipe 

that takes water into our house. I supervise all the activities as directed by our mother. The front 

and the back doors of the house are locked by our mother. I watch her take the keys from the 

door lock and toss them into her handbag. The bags full of items and clothes and the remaining 

things needed for the ceremony are already in the back of the car where my brothers and I 

arranged them so that any breakable doesn't get broken. I am on the hand wheel, my sister is 
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sitting by my side and it is as if I am about to drive her to the port where she will never return. 

Onyii and Uche and our mother are at the back. 

"Shut the door," I say to my sister, "let's leave already, we need to―" 

"Is the pipe water properly turned off?" our mother asks. 

“Yep” Onyii confirms. 

"Are all the food item bags and everything for this journey in this car?" 

“Yep” Its Uche confirming. 

"Go and make sure," our mother insists. 

Uche hesitates. 

"Go about it right now," our mother orders. "I will deal with you if we get to the village and 

something is missing."  

Uche exasperatedly goes over to the back of the car and confirms. 

"Are the cans of groundnut oil also in this car?" 

“Check” my sister says. Our mother agrees and says nothing further. 

"Finally. We are set," I announce and turn on the car engine. 

"The fuel. Will it be enough for this journey?" our mother asks me. 

"Yes mother, I refilled the car tank yesterday," I say. 

"Did you check the engine oil? And the brake fluid? Are the caution triangles and extinguishers 

in this car? I don't want any of the police and road safety corps' trouble." 

"Everything is alright, mother." 

"Put off the car engine and let's pray. Always in haste."   

I put off the car engine, and wonder how I am in haste as I haven't even moved the car. I 

sneer and smirk. Thrice. I do it inside my head because I do not want to be walloped at the back 

of my head. My sister says the prayers: 

‘O God, our heavenly Father, whose glory fills the whole creation, and whose presence 

we find wherever we go: preserve us as we travel and unto others who travel by land, by 

sea, and by air; surround us with your loving care; protect us from every danger; and take 

us in safety to our journey's end; may the reason we embark on this journey be 

accomplished and  fulfilled to the glory of your name and install happiness and joy upon 

the faces we will meet at home; and may you send blessing in our handiwork, and grant 

us grace, kindness, and mercy in your eyes and in the eyes of all who see us. All these we 

ask through Jesus Christ our Lord.’   
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We all chorused, "Amen". I start the engine and the journey begins. I drive to the junction that 

will lead us away from Awka and onto the path to our village. Minutes later, I step on the break, 

slowing the car down. The junction stretches into two other roads, the long and the short route. 

Then I ask as I point, "Mother, should I take the long route or the short route?" 

"The short route." 

I sneer and smirk again, inside my head, as I accelerate into the short route. 

"Anything wrong?" our mother asks. 

"Nothing mother," I murmur as I meet her face in the rear mirror.  

The short route is actually the long route. Our mother likes us taking it because it is a 

tarred road and has fewer potholes, unlike the long route that is the short route, which harbours 

lots of potholes and roadblocks; most people call it the python dance. It is half-way into the 

journey and my sister is already asleep. I look at her and smile as I meet her calm and relaxed 

face. Maybe, she is dreaming. Dreaming about herself walking through the crowd with a cup 

filled with palm wine, during the ceremony, in search of her husband. Or dreaming about herself 

and her husband kneeling before me and my uncle for blessings, as our father is no more. He 

died years ago of cancer in Harvard University Hospital― it would have been gracious and 

gratifying if he were with us, for nothing is more fulfilling as a father's blessings. Or dreaming 

about us, her brothers and relatives, trailing behind her with her belongings as she accompanies 

her husband and his people to their place.  

My two brothers are busy with their phones, and our mother is awake and on calls. Her 

eyes are also on the dashboard, ready to scream at me when I exceed 60mph. She has warned me 

severally not to exceed it whenever she is in a car with me. And as well not to stare at any 

passerby while driving, especially the women. This is a very difficult instruction, for a young and 

vibrant man like myself. So I devised another means: to use the side mirrors. But I only get to 

look at the hips and behinds instead of faces, bosoms, and tummies. A song is playing on the car 

radio, it is slow and uninteresting. I cannot change it or play the kind of song I enjoy because our 

mother detests it. She claims it is full of bang-bang, bang-da-da-dang beats accompanied by 

meaningless lyrics. But what meaning does a song have if it's uninteresting, slow and can even 

send you to sleep before it ends? 

We have passed Agulu town, Nanka town, and Ekwulobia town. We are about leaving 

Uga town for Akokwa town. The road is lonely and abandoned. No noise from marketers. No 

beckoning from hawkers and packmen and beggars. Just a few old shacks with food items― 
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such as yams, cucumbers, potatoes, abacha, and oranges― paraded in their fronts. There are 

fewer cars on the road. And I am not happy for being overtaken by them. I deem them not fast 

enough for our car. I look at our mother through the rear mirror, she looks back at me. I take my 

face back to the steering wheel and maintain the desired speed limit. Then I exceed it by little. It 

makes me feel okay but not okay enough. I like being fast. If you are not fast enough with 

anything, life either eat you up or makes you slow and tired. I don't think anybody wants that. 

We are in Akokwa town. The first town you meet on entering Imo state from Awka if 

you take the short route. It is a busy town. I see people walking fast along its roadsides. I see 

kiosks, stalls, shades and stands with displayed goods in their front. I can see hawkers too. Their 

wares are all over their bodies. And they are running after cars with them. Everywhere is filled 

with the blaring music from stores and noise from ‘cycles’ passing. There are more bicycles, 

motorcycles, and trucks than cars on the road. Tricycles are also lined up at a particular corner 

for commuters. One man from a stall is running and screaming at a woman distances away from 

him, who is waving down a motorcycle, to pay for an item she got from him. Beggars are by the 

roadsides with stretched out arms. Akokwa is unlike the usually calm Awka. In Awka, everyone 

leaves the roads before 9 p.m. This has become a tradition for a long time now; there are people 

who are known for building hotels and hostels all over it, also known as conceits, egoists and 

verbal abusers. You just have to learn the theory of avoidance to handle them, according to a 

friend. Even though Awka bears bad roads and no city planning, it has good road networks. A 

place has so many routes to get to it. An officer, a few meters away, waves down our car. Onyii 

murmurs. Uche sighs. My sister is still asleep. Our mother is calm. No words from her. I slow 

down gradually and the stop as directed. The officer's colleagues are on the other side of the road 

waving down cars, putting and retrieving hands from their pockets. I wind down the car window 

and greet the officer whose gun is mindlessly swung over his shoulder. He greets back and walks 

to the back of the car, peeps in, and then returns to my side. 

"What do you have in the back of the car?" the officer asks. 

"Just food items and clothes," I say. 

"Are you sure nothing bad is in the back?" he pushes on. 

“Nothing.” I answer. 

"I don't want to check and find anything bad. I hope the car particulars are complete?" 

I want to speak back, but our mother drowns my voice, "Officer, you can go check it yourself. 

Nothing bad is in there." She taps me on the shoulder, "Go open the trunk for the Officer." 
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"Madam, Madam. I am just doing my work," the Officer interjects. I sit back inside. 

"I know," our mother says, "that is why my son will show you to the car trunk." 

I turn and look at our mother who is looking at the officer who is looking into the car. The 

Officer tells me to go on after he has requested I give him something to buy a drinking water. 

Which I don't do. Because it is not good. Because our mother has given the officer will-you-

behave-well stares. My sister wakes and looks around. She is looking for signboards to tell of our 

location. 

"We are in Akokwa," I say to her. 

"We are close," she mutters and picks her phone from the car foot mat, where it dropped. 

"Yes, we are close," Onyii replies. "You already got to the village, in your sleep, before us." 

Our mother chuckles, Uche laughs. I keep a straight face because I am angry that cars are 

zooming past and I can do nothing. I swerve off the road and stop in front of a shack on our 

mother's request. She buys two bunches of bananas. Suddenly, Onyii says,  

"Mother, I don't like that picture our sister and her husband put on their wedding invitation card." 

"Why do you think so?" 

"Our sister looks like child abuse there. Like a thirteen-year-old girl." 

Everybody is laughing and laughing. My sister, who is liberal and enjoys having her space, is 

not. But then smiles and tells us that it is unfair for saying such. 

"Don't mind them. They are just missing you already," our mother says. 

But we are not, at least not that much. It is our mother who is missing her already. I am 

sure. I make a right turn and then turn left, as I gradually drive down a slope that stretches into a 

compound, I step on the brake to halt the car. I turn off the car engine after announcing our 

presence with two short honks and a long one. Our cousins emerge from their houses and circle 

the car and us, greeting and welcoming us, one after the other. We are all smiling and smiling. 

Our mother hands them food items as gifts. And reminds everyone to get ready for my sister's 

traditional marriage. My sister is smiling, and full of shyness. I look at my wristwatch and sigh 

quietly. The short route, as usual, takes us two hours thirty minutes to arrive in the village, 

instead of one hour forty-five minutes if we had taken the long route. 
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The Journey by Cynthia Abdallah - Kenya 

It was not usual for me to spend time with grandpa. He was old now and his brown 

coloured eyes behind his glasses revealed a tiredness that could only have come with old age. 

Grandpa was also beginning to lose his eye sight. His left eye could not see so the right eye, with 

the help of his glasses, guided his wobbly footsteps. I remember that sunny afternoon in April 

when he appeared at our gate on Egri's motorbike, his black briefcase in his left hand, his brown 

cowboy hat resting firmly on his balding head. The hat had two straps on each side and grandpa 

had carefully tucked the straps behind his ears and tied them loosely together under his chin. His 

legs shook as he walked and his handshake was weak and unsteady. But there was something 

about him that had not been erased by old age. His laughter. A laughter that sounded like that of 

a man riding a motorbike in his chest, a laughter that carried with it something intangible yet 

warm and welcoming, a laughter that made his Adam's apple recede back into his neck whenever 

he laughed. 

I did not know he was coming until that afternoon. Mama had called him, screaming that 

a neighbour had threatened to beat her up. She said that the man had pointed a sharp metal object 

towards her and bragged about not fearing prison but he flee when the police inspector sent out 

word that he was required to show up at the police station. It was always about land and how 

many feet made up my grandpa's three acre piece of land and mama was particular about 

everything about land. If it was not about a neighbour trying to steal it from her, it was about 

how badly the tillers had tilled it. When our neighbour once cut down a tree that had grown too 

close to her fence, Mama complained about his inappropriate behaviour and made Dad confront 

the neighbour who had cut it. The neighbour was trying to steal their land from them by 

manipulating the borders, she said. However, when she pruned the branches of the Musunzu tree 

on our neighbour's farm that had grown over her barbed wire fence, spilling onto her precious 

piece of land, she expected him to understand that her crops needed the sun for photosynthesis! 

“They want to steal papa's land and I will not let them,” she would say. But this time it was not 

about stealing grandpa's piece of land but about how badly Dismus had ploughed it. The planting 

season had arrived and Mama was so enthusiastic about it that she had missed church on that 

particular Sunday just to till Grandpa's farm. Sometimes I wondered why she spent too much 

money and time tilling a land she said did not yield anything.  

Mama had contracted Dismus to plough grandpa's farm. However, he did not plough the 

borders as Mama had instructed. She confronted him as someone would confront a man who had 

stolen something from her and he sprung towards her, his shoulders heaving with rage. He had 

grabbed her by the neck, pointed the sharp metal object he was holding towards her chest and 

screamed, “Mimi siogopi jela mama, siogopi jela.” (I don't fear prison mama, I don't fear prison). 

Some neighbours sympathized with Mama and sprang towards Dismus begging him to let her go 

while others laughed and clapped and rested their hands on their hips, with faces shining with 

excitement like a community celebrating a good harvest. Dismus was a hero to them and they 

had been waiting for this moment when someone would put Mama in her place. She was too 

proud and too full of herself, they said.  

In my village, it was not unusual for a man to beat up a woman. Cries of women taking 

up a beating from angry men who wanted to be respected and treated like they thought they 
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deserved rent the air plenty of times and Mama's screams would not have been any different. 

Despite this scary encounter, she did not go to the village chief or to the village police station to 

report the matter. Instead, she called Grandpa. She feared police cases, she said. Her efforts to 

narrate the incident to me did not go well either. I listened half-heartedly and looked away 

because I did not want to imagine what this man would have done to her. I pictured her, beaten 

up and dripping with blood because of a piece of land that had done more harm than good. There 

were far too many land related stories of families who had lost family members because a 

neighbour had angrily hacked them to death. Kitoko, the village night runner, had lost a brother 

in a fight involving his in- laws' piece of land. The neighbour had picked up a stone and hurled it 

straight at his chest, killing him on the spot. 

So, grandpa, old and frail, had come all the way from Maragoli. He had skipped the final 

moments of the church service, left the preacher in the process of delivering anointing and 

blessings from Nyasaye, left the congregation heaving its shoulders up and down, crying to the 

heavens with great supplication. The piece of land was his, his daughter had called him and he 

had to come. I hugged him as he laughed in my ear and carried his brief case to the living room. 

Mama appeared from her bedroom, barefoot, her head wrapped in a blue headscarf that had the 

words ‘Women's Conference Nyang’ori’ embroidered on it. She had been walking around all day 

with a sullen look, her eyes filled with uncried tears. Grandpa smiled at her, shook her hand and 

before he sat down, asked to pray. He prayed always. He prayed before he sat down, prayed 

before he ate, prayed before he slept and prayed when he woke up. I knew his prayer lines by 

heart because every time he started to say his prayers, he muttered those exact words. I usually 

smiled at the repetitiveness of his prayer, but this time it was different. Tears welled up in my 

eyes and an unknown sadness crept over me. Forgetting to close my eyes, I watched him closely. 

I watched his lips move, his once youthful face a haven of wrinkles, his eyes shut tightly, his 

hands spread out in front of him as if waiting to receive something. He tilted slightly forwards 

and backwards like tree branches laden with leaves would on a windy day, his belly protruding 

from underneath his brown shirt, his leather jacket hanging heavily on his thin frame. Grandpa's 

last visit had been sometime in December the previous year and I was relieved to see that he 

looked much healthier than that time. 

Grandpa was not always an unhealthy man. It was life that was beating him down. He did 

not have a retirement pension to see him through his old age so he depended on his sons and 

daughters who too had families to feed too. So he started to wear off and soon, he was weak. 

However, what surprised me the most was his joy in life.  He was sick and tired, but he spoke 

only of good things. Even when Mama continuously pushed him to fight for his piece of land, he 

spoke softly and constantly adjusted his glasses as if to say, enough Mmbo, enough. He worried 

about his children who too had children; when he sat on the sofa, his eyes stared into space and 

he drifted to sleep every now and then like a man with nothing to worry about.    

Grandpa woke up early the next morning and walked to his farm to speak to the 

neighbours, then walked to the police station to report Dismus and to speak for his daughter who 

had been hurt by Dismus. He wanted Dismus summoned to the station so he could explain his 

actions but he did not show up. In fact, no one in the village knew where he had disappeared to. 

On the third day, he gave up trying to find him so he instead took some boys with him to the 
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farm - to help him mark out the borders lest someone steals the piece of land from him as Mama 

had warned him. I watched him come and go and deep inside I knew he was not keen on finding 

Dismus. In fact, Dismus’ disappearing act had made it easy on HIM. He cared about Mama, 

sympathized with her but he knew better than to wish jail upon this cruel one. Even his 

conversations with Mama about the seriousness of the matter were tailored to appease her. I 

knew he resented Dismus' actions, resented the fact that he had tried to harm his first born 

daughter but most of all I knew he wished that Mama would learn to avoid land disputes because 

he was getting too old and too tired to fight for a piece of land.  

A day before he travelled back to the village, we sat together in the living room and he 

talked to me mostly about Grandma and her swollen feet. Grandma had arthritis and Grandpa 

was taking care of her But he had been away for four days now and he was starting to worry 

about her. Despite his ailing self, Grandpa woke up early every morning to feed and milk them. 

He made sure that Grandma's food was ready and when she moaned in pain, he took time to 

massage her legs and help her get up on her feet when she needed to use the latrine. When he 

spoke about Grandma, the once deep dimples on his flabby cheeks faded into a long thin line that 

stretched from the space between his nose and his cheeks to the edges of his chin. I was sad for 

him. It was still raining outside and Mama had not returned from church. There was thunder and 

lightning and Grandpa worried that maybe the unceasing drip-drop of rain drops on the roof were 

getting too loud for us to hear each other. I moved closer to him and sat on the two seater sofa 

next to him. This was the closest I had sat with him in a long time. 

As I sat across from him, I felt a suddenness of expectation, a yearning for something 

noble. I wanted to be one with him, to learn from him and to become like him. I wanted his 

cheerfulness in life, his concern for his people and most of all his love for prayer. He told me 

stories of his journeys to the white man’s land. Of his white friends from Atlanta who loved the 

Maasai Mara and the Amboseli and wondered if any of my white friends would want to visit so 

he could show them around. He talked of birds, birds whose names he knew by heart, birds he 

watched every day fly from one tree branch to another leaving their droppings on the 

unsuspecting leaves, tigers, cheetahs and lions in the Amboseli chasing after helpless antelopes 

to feed their ravenous appetite. He talked about the dreams he achieved and those he had 

abandoned along the way and his desire that they be achieved through his children, 

grandchildren and great grandchildren. 

But the story I remember vividly was the story of Mulogooli. A story he told in 

Kilogooli, stopping once in a while to explain the meanings of words he thought I did not know 

well. The story of Mulogooli is the story of his fore fathers - a people who had walked thousands 

of miles and gone their separate ways, just like a river would split its waters into thin streams if it 

encountered stubborn rocks in its path. He told me of a group of the Balogooli who went South 

to South Africa, then of those who went to Rwanda, Uganda and Burundi. He spoke passionately 

of the Balogooli who travelled through Cameroon to Kenya and of their customs and beliefs - the 

Agikuyu, the Bagusii all brothers of Balogooli and speakers of Kilogooli, who today spoke 

differently due to differences in geography and in their ways of life.  But most of all, he spoke of 

his place among the Balogooli. He called himself Musaali, the first born son of Mulogooli, to 

whom the story was passed down to by his father. He spoke of Musaali's four sons who went on 
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to marry the Basweta and the Bakizungu, mentioning his long dead brothers Konzolo and Isagi 

almost nostalgically.  

As he spoke I could not help but compare him to a man who had once embarked on a 

journey of the self, a journey which many had ignored to fulfil the insatiable needs of the body 

and not the soul. The man that Robert Frost spoke verily of in his poem, “The road not taken”. I 

watched his hands move in little round motions and his eyes light up as I recited the poem and I 

knew he valued his place as the first born son of Mulogooli, to whom much was given and much 

more expected. That he valued his journey from Busali to Turbo and most of all, his life’s 

experiences over the many years.  

I miss grandpa now. It has been five years since I last saw him. The last I heard about 

him he was that he was suffering from cancer and was living in Nairobi with Mmbo - Mama’s 

sister who did not give up on any fights, the one who brought laughter into our home every time 

she visited. 

* Nyasaye- God. 

Busali- A village in rural Kenya. 

Basweta, Bakizungu- Clans of the Luhya tribe. 

Mulogooli - a person who speaks Kilogooli, a dialect of the Luhya tribe.  

 

 

 

The Perfect Travel Guide, from an Acholi’s Eyes by. 

Travelling is tasting mouth-watering cuisines, hearing the sounds of nature, smelling 

unforgettable scents, touching nature with your own two hands, seeing breathtaking sights and 

all that is wild and beautiful. The ultimate adventure is living through your wildest dreams, going 

throw every checklist with a tick that stretches your facial expression and leaves you with a 

happy face. Travelling is boiling cassava in the Amoropii hot springs of Northern Uganda, 

viewing the sunflower gardens of Patongo/Agago District Uganda, taking a hot air balloon above 

the Murchison Falls National Park in Uganda, enjoying an aerial view of wildlife, savanna and 

the mighty River Nile. Travelling is daring the zip-line cable of one of the deepest lakes around 

the world, Lake Bunyonyi, wearing matching pink jumpsuits with the pink flamingos of Lake 

Nakuru in Kenya and spreading your hands ready to bungee jump at the Victoria Falls Bridge in 

Zimbabwe. 

       What is travel if it is not watching the Lion King at the Broadway Theater in South Africa, 

viewing the famous works of French sculptor Paul Landowski who developed the famous art 

deco statue of Jesus Christ in Rio de janeiro, then dancing away the afternoon at the Samba 

Brazilian Parade, extending your spirit visit to the Kingdom of Thailand at the Yi Peng or Loy 

Krathong Floating Lantern Festival just to experiences a memorial wonderful sky view. Well, 

travel is also wearing your Kimono as zigzag through the streets of Japan while hunting for the 

perfect tea house or perfect Matcha latte, experiencing the Spring Cherry Blossom Festival in 

Hanimi - Japan as you wonder at the speed at which each Cherry Blossom falls after the other 

and what that speed unit could be called? Travelling is hunting for souvenirs at the floating 
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market of Bongkok, driving your Mini Copper in Holland at the spring Tulip festival, viewing 

the Tulip Rivers busting with colour, listening to Beach orchestra in sunny cozy Florida, 

climbing the stair cases of the Eiffel tower while eating hot chocolate croissants and trying to say 

that in French. So what is travel? Travel is that and more. Travel is life. 
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Featured Traveler: Roland Byagaba 
Travelling the Cape to Cairo trip – The Great African Caravan Experience. 

Roland Byagaba in a Ugandan blogger, writer, entrepreneur and IT Engineer by 

profession. He is also an entrepreneur, the founder of the prolific muwado.com. These 

and many others amazing titles describe this writer passionate about travel, in fact in his 

own words, travel to him is a calling – a place where he feels fulfilled, happy and 

completed. We feature this amazing nomad in our magazine as the featured writer for 

the Travel issue.  

Roland, is one of those people to take part in the much sought after Cape to Cairo 

Journey. A nomad at heart, he will jump at any travel opportunity and when this 

opportunity to traverse the Cape to Cairo came, he grabbed it and held tight, with both 

hands. Despite joining it midway in Kampala, he enjoyed it fully and is proud to share 

with us the experience.  

Roland, is one of those people to take part in the much sought after Cape to Cairo 

Journey. A nomad at heart, he will jump at any travel opportunity and when this 

opportunity to traverse the Cape to Cairo came, he grabbed it and held tight, with both 

hands. Despite joining it midway in Kampala, he enjoyed it fully and is proud to share 

with us the experience.  

How was your experience Cape to Cairo?  

I joined trip midway in Uganda. This was after one of the travelers - Ife Pianki went off in 

Uganda, so there was space. From Kampala they went first to Western Uganda. Then 

travelled to Nairobi Kenya, went to Addis Ababa, Shashamani, Al Qadarif before 

Khartoum. Then to Dongola, Abu Simbel (there are nice temples there) went to Aswan, 

Luxor, then finally to Cairo. From there, we to Alexandria in Egypt where everyone 

rested and left for other destinations. I proceeded to United Arab Emirates and visited 

Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah and Ajman before returning to Uganda. On one of the trains 

in parts of Dubai, you would hear people speaking Luganda, Rukiga that was 

interesting.  

Great, so who is Roland?  

I am a guy trying to traverse and negate this world. I write, I travel, I hustle, I do IT, and I 

am also and entrepreneur.   

Tell us about your ancestry:  

The four greats are called; Byagaba, Niwagaba. The main ancestor is called Kazooba, 

our fonding father and his wife is Bego. My clan is Abasigi and I am a Mukiga by tribe. I 

was born in Ntungamo in Kalukubiro – Kamwezi, my resting village is Bigumiire in 

Mparo village. I come from a big family - three boys and two girls from the same mother 

and father but from my father, we are 13 children.   
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Where next are you going?  

Now that I did Kampala to Cairo, it is only fair that I do Kampala to Cape Town. I want to 

travel to all of Southern Africa then travel to West Africa. I want to finish travelling to the 

whole of Africa, then traverse other continents.  

What does travel mean to you?  

As soon as I realized that there was more to the world than my small Ntungamu village, 

I decided that I had to discover as more to the world as I could find. Maybe I am running 

away from something, I don’t know what it is but I am running. Especially my African 

travels is because I feel deeply for the continent. I feel that a big part of why we are held 

back is because we are not exposed. They show you cities, countries, good views but 

don’t show you who stays there: the people, the small and big cultures of everywhere.   

People are living their lives and they are not so different from you. I want to see all 

these cultures and connect with all the worlds. I also travel because of a business 

perspective that is I want to do business on a continental and world level.  

What do you write about and how did you start?  

I write about everything and anything. Starting out, I wrote fwaa, katogo and realized 

that when I wrote, people loved it. So when I lost interest in mainstream coding, I said to 

myself, ‘I can write about tech’. That’s when I founded a tech magazine called Elite 

Magazine, it was a nice way to be relevant on the social scene, have celebrities you 

know in it. When I started to travel the world, I also wrote about my travels. My 

childhood passion is writing. I express myself better in writing. I also like the clarity of 

thought that comes through writing and I like to entertain through writing. Growing up, I 

had lots of jokes but never had the energy to engage in standup comedy, so I decided 

to write the jokes hence got my humorous way of writing. Humorous writings is my way 

of entertaining people. I also like reading a lot so I figured I should also tell someone 

stories of my own.  

What does travel mean to you?  

As soon as I realized that there was more to the world than my small Ntungamu village, 

I decided that I had to discover as more to the world as I could find. Maybe I am running 

away from something, I don’t know what it is but I am running. Especially my African 

travels is because I feel deeply for the continent. I feel that a big part of why we are held 

back is because we are not exposed. They show you cities, countries, good views but 

don’t show you who stays there: the people, the small and big cultures of everywhere.   

People are living their lives and they are not so different from you. I want to see all 

these cultures and connect with all the worlds. I also travel because of a business 

perspective that is I want to do business on a continental and world level.  

How many countries travelled to?  

I have travelled to nine African countries and one outside Africa.  
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Roland you recently took a journey to Cairo. Tell us about that trip.  

The great African caravan. Our driving philosophy was #Unborder , as in let us not use 

borders as a form of keeping us apart. In fact, we had the blessings of UNESCO in 

raising awareness for SDGs. UESCO pushes that we ‘use art and demystify the SDGs’.  

When is the next Cape to Cairo trip and how does one take part in it? 

To find out, just visit Gloco.com. For us on the trip it was a project of someone, who 

reached out to like-minded people and together they went on this adventure. They 

fundraised for the trip through Gofundme.com and on the trip, there got random acts of 

kindness from people like some would fill our tank, others invited us to come for food. In 

Ethiopia, we went for a party, and the owner said that when you are in Addis Ababa, 

come to my restaurant, I will feed you for as long as you are here. Also, Akram’s 

intensive fundraising through his networks and contacts and our own helped us. We 

communicated to people, held events in every city we went to and gather funds through 

those. Everyone was in charge of something on the trip. Personally, I was in charge of 

the communication, social media and the like.  

What were your top five places, foods, bizarre or nice things?  

My top foods were; njera - the Ethiopian dish, Sudanese (mint) tea and sweets – 

Sudanese have a lot of sweets since they do not grow food so they get energy from 

that. Also liked the nice things they cook in Karichoto like queen cakes but inside. You 

do not have to stay in five star hotels when you travel, there are very nice and decent 

small budget places to stay.  

The interesting things were; fuel in Sudan is so cheap for the equivalent of 20,000 

Uganda shillings, you can fill your car tank. Ethiopian culture is so fascinating – their 

beautiful dances, weddings on the sun. Ethiopian is like you are in a different place, 

books are in Amharic, they follow Ethiopia’s calender which has different events. 

Sudan’s night life is good too. People drink crude waragi on the Nile at night and hide 

from the police. In Egypt, there is something called ‘Partying on the Nile’, you hire/ get a 

boat, go on the Nile, paly your own music and make all the noise you want. Also, driving 

in Egypt is crazy, if you think Ugandan drivers are crazy, wait until you go to Egypt!  

We got shot at in Ethiopia towards Sudan so as to scare us. Our visas were expiring so 

we had to travel at night. At around 4:00am, they fired shots at us, the guys were in the 

middle of the road, so we turned around and went back. The following day, we got 

police escorts to take us up to the border.  

After we reached Cairo, the destination of the Cape to Cairo, we went to Alexandria and 

we all flew back. For me, I went to UAE.  

What are some things you learned?  

Travelling opens your eyes. Ignorance scares people from travelling, people are 

generally scared of what they do not know, which is a bad precedent. Look at Sudan for 
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example, forget the government but the ‘Omuntu wawansi’ in Sudan are good people. 

Friendly and exploring. I learnt that travel is liberating. I learnt that travelling within Africa 

is more expensive than travelling out of Africa.  

I also learnt that there are a lot of travelers out there. We met a lot of people travelling 

the Cape to Cairo trip. Some in groups, some solo travelers and we even met 

Ugandans doing it. This made me glad. There were people driving, cycling, and even 

those walking it – either Cape to Cairo or Cairo to Cape. I also met a Ugandan lady 

traveler called Jesicca trying to travel to all countries in the world, I was challenged. 

Then there is Maskam, the writer of ‘The Abyssinian Nomad’. All the groups we found 

were whites, so we need more Africans to travel to tell these stories so that others can 

try it too. Most people save to buy a car, for me I save to travel.   

I also learnt that even though Ethiopia is force of African, weirdly some parts of 

Ethiopian don’t consider themselves as part of Africa. African problems are many and 

are not limited to one country, they are shared; bad leadership, roads, and others. So 

we need to stop thinking in terms of individual countries and instead come together and 

find ways we can help ourselves get out of this fix, without blaming colonialism. I also 

realized that my stomach is as strong as ever, all through the trip, I never had stomach 

problems yet I ate everything that came my way.  

Any words for our readers?  

Before you travel, be careful and do your research. Also do not fear to travel, take every 

chance you get to do so and do not mind that you lack funds, because when you wait to 

get enough money to travel, you never will.   

If you want reasons to scare you from travelling you will get them. But just take the risk. 

We had sickness on the crew, our cars broke down in the Blue Nile Valley and we had 

to call a toll track in another city and explain to them in sign language to help us out. But 

we didn’t give up. We looked at the bigger picture, the goal. That’s what all people out 

there should do, LOOK at the BIG PICTURE – TRAVEL MORE!   
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Short Stories Part 2.  

Hiking Mount Muhavura by  

“Half of your group won’t summit, the altitude sickness will greatly affect most of you!’’ 

said one friend that had hiked Muhavura before. “Hiking Mount Muhavura can be equated to 

ascending and descending the Portal Peak of the Ruwenzori’’, another friend commented, 

awakening vivid memories of the difficulties I had endured hiking the Portal Peak in July the 

previous year. “Mount Muhavura is not a joke, are you sure you want to attempt it right now or 

do you want to hold on a bit till you are much fitter?’’ another hiker mentioned when I asked for 

his opinion. All three opinions seemed honest yet disappointing. However, I had made up my 

mind. After hiking Mount Gahinga and Mount Sabinyo the previous year, the urge to conquer 

the highest of the Virunga Mountains in Uganda was great. The mountain was calling.  

Five of us from the Mountain Club of Uganda (MCU) set off to Kisoro from the Lugogo 

parking lot at about 1pm on Friday the 25th of May. We spent half of the time getting to know 

each other as none of us had ever met the other before. I was thrilled to hear stories from USA, 

Bolivia, Colombia, Germany and Bangladesh - the group had travelled quite a lot. We spent the 

other half of our time singing along to music in the van, stopping along the way for roasted 

goat’s meat and other roadside delicacies. After a struggle locating the Mgahinga National Park, 

we eventually arrived and were checked in to our accommodation by 3am; we only had a few 

hours to sleep as we had to be up and ready by 7am to start the hike. 

As Katharina opted to hike Mount Sabinyo the rest of us jumped onto the van and drove 

towards the starting point of Mount Muhavura. After paying our hiking permits and getting a 

briefing from the guides, we posed for a group photo with the Ugandan flag, grabbed a few 

bamboo sticks to aid in our hike and begun our ascent at around 8.30am. As one of us sped off 

with one guide, I advised Rae and Juliana to take it easy, I never find it wise to begin a hike with 

speed regardless of how easy it seems at the start.  In my opinion, it’s always important to 

conserve energy and strength for the strenuous tasks that lie above (ha ha ha). Luckily, they saw 

sense in my reasoning and we all hiked as a group at a moderate pace, Michael our guide 

diligently followed from the back. We took the opportunity to share our opinions about politics, 

religion, cultures, languages, accents and various other interesting topics in our various countries 

of origin as we walked along trails carpeted with short grasses and small shrubs. The heat from 

the sun was slowly raining down on us like a breath from hell, prompting us to take a few water 

breaks to rehydrate, chocolate bars came in handy too, as the sugar helped boost our energy 

levels. As we hiked towards the first hut, we spoke much less, our breathing got a bit heavier as 

we slowly started feeling the impact of the steepness on our legs. We climbed a few ladders and 

were relieved to get to the first hut at an altitude of 3,116m/10,233ft above sea level. We took a 

break. “If you girls are not at the summit by 1.30pm, I will be forced to cut short the hike and ask 

you to descend!’’ Michael warned breaking the 10 minute silence at the hut. We had all pulled 

out some delicious sandwiches and had started appreciating the cool breeze that was helping us 

cool off from the gruesome heat. “I suggest we stand up immediately and keep on hiking, it is 

still a long way ahead,’’ he added as we slowly stood up and begun the ascent towards the 

second hut.  

The paths towards the second hut were quite rocky and bushy. There were several ladders 

to climb that made us think they would never end. Fatigue started to set in, knees and legs started 
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to hurt a bit, the dehydration increased and altitude sickness effects started to slowly click in. As 

soon as we got to the second hut at 3,855m/12,648 ft above sea level we fell down on the ground 

in relief. The distance between the first and second hut was about 739 meters. We had a 10 

minute break and we jointly agreed to soldier on to the summit point. “Between the second hut 

and the summit is the toughest and steepest part of the mountain. But I see plenty of strength in 

you ladies, you will make it,’’ Michael encouraged as we slowly ascended.  

He was right; life suddenly became dis-tasteful! The cold became unbearable forcing us 

to pull out warm gear from our back-packs.  Intense headaches and dizziness became a part of 

the summiting process, the steepness greatly accelerated with every ladder we climbed, our 

energy levels were slowly diminishing and we were as thirsty as camels that have walked 

through a desert for several months. We walked silently as fatigue began to overwhelm us.  Just 

when we thought this trying moment would never end, we saw the Uganda-Rwanda peak sign 

post and breathed a sigh of relief. “Ladies, Congratulations!’’ Michael said as we rushed to take 

photos next to the Crater Lake and the massive green post that confirmed we were at the summit. 

It was a good feeling for us all. There was a feeling of victory and at that moment we all forgot 

the fatigue and tiredness we had experienced before. We walked around the Crater Lake in 

excitement. Rae fell asleep for a few minutes to relax her body, Juliana was quietly seated 

munching cheese sandwiches with Michael. 

After about 15 minutes, we began our descent. We thought the descending process would 

be much easier but we were proved wrong. We had to go really slow to avoid slipping along the 

trails, our knees and toes were hurting from long hours of walking. As soon as we got to the first 

hut, our headaches were gone; it was a good feeling of assurance that we were making progress 

back to base.  

At exactly 8.30pm we were seated silent in the van that we had hired from Kampala.  Our 

driver had a million questions to ask, but eventually gave up as we were all too tired to respond. 

Our bodies ached, our legs felt paralyzed, our stomachs growled. We were cold; covered in 

sweat and dirt. As soon as we got back to the lodge, we were welcomed with a warm delicious 

meal with hot tea and coffee. We were given a cozy fireplace to warm us and smiles from the 

staff congratulating us and acknowledging our strength. “Many people never make it to the 

summit, you ladies are brave,’’ one of the workers said to us as he carried buckets of hot water to 

the bathroom for us. We re-united with Juan who had descended the mountain faster than the 

three of us and Katharina who had conquered Mount Sabinyo. Everyone was happy and content 

by the end of the day. The MCU mountain beasts had emerged victorious. 

Here is a small list I put together if you would like to go for this hike. You will need; proof 

quality boots or long gumboots, Light weight back pack-Hikers should ensure to pack as lightly 

as possible especially if they prefer to carry their own bags during the hike. The weight of a 

heavy back pack is troublesome and plays a great role in slowing one down, a head cap for 

sun/rain protection, a hand watch, a sun-glasses, light rain jackets/ponchos preferably with a 

hood and water proof pants, a camera/phone camera, walking sticks/bamboo sticks are always 

provided atthe office at no fee, long sleeved shirts and pants, at least 2 liters of drinking water 

and hiking fees. The Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA) hiking fees for any of the Virunga 

Mountains in Uganda that is Mount Mgahinga, Mount sabinyo or Mount Muhavura are; 

50,000/= for Ugandans, USD 80 for foreign residents and USD 70 for foreigners. Hiking Mount 
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Mgahinga is a good option for beginners in mountaineering, but Mount Sabinyo and especially 

Mount Muhavura require hiking experience due to their steepness. Happy Hiking… 

 

 

 

A Time Travel at the Bavarian Nostalgie by Caroline Biegon 

My journey to the Bavarian Alps started in my heart but my story begins at Ruchtis Hotel 

in Füssen, a 700 year old charming town nestled in an enclave of hills. It is November and Fall in 

Europe. The town is covered in a soft fog and lit by colorful Christmas lights. Christmas comes 

early in this part of the world. In Kenya, at a time like this, no one is speaking about Christmas 

yet, not until twenty-something of December does Christmas really begin.  

We had just checked in to the hotel and had agreed to hit town in an hour’s time. I was 

traveling with my spirited older daughter, her somewhat reserved younger sibling and a German 

friend. One hour was a long time. After a quick warm bath, I sat down to formulate sentences while 

trying to escape the temptation to just copy and paste. My daughters stood at the balcony looking 

through the fog and I heard them discuss ‘Salem’s Lot.’ Yes, the quietness here near the hills was 

a little spooky. I was tempted to join them but I had to keep working on the college paper I had 

started. I silently cursed whatever had made me undertake my second degree at such an age, not 

forgetting to utter a few not-so-pleasant words at my professor for adding us an additional (and in 

my view, unwarranted) essay when we were nearly ending the semester. Examinations however 

awaited me back home in eleven days’ time and so I had to mix pleasure with business.  

The night was still young when we drove into town. We parked the little VW in a deserted 

street and as we left it there, I looked back to see if it would be safe there. You see, in Nairobi, no 

sane motorist would leave his or her car in such a lonely street. He would never find it and if he 

did, it would be minus the side mirrors, or wheel cups or even minus the entire set of four wheels! 

My home troubles aside, I savored the moment as we walked in cobbled streets of King 

Ludwig’s village town. Walking on cobbled streets was a dream come true. I read heaps of classical 

novels. I have read Edward Rutherford’s ‘Russka’ - a novel of England and its sequel ‘Sarum’. I 

have read Philippa Gregory’s ‘On the Boleyn Girls’ and ‘Mary Queen of Scotts’. I have read 

Catherine Cookson and her seventeenth century stories of rural Cornwall girls vis a vis wealthy 

royal Lords of Scotland. I have read ‘Wagons West’ and the adventurous tales of the California 
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Gold Rush of 1849 and that of Melbourne in Australia. I have traversed the ancient world right in 

the comfort of my sofa and to be able to walk in that world right now was a sublime feeling. High 

on a hill, smack in the middle of the small town, was an ancient fort, silent in the midst of its vast 

gardens. I began to see it as the tower in which King Edward IV’s two young sons had mysteriously 

disappeared and that increased its allure. 

We however set out to look for a bite, by-passing a Kebab Café in preference for 

authentic Bavarian cuisine. We then stumbled upon a serene and quaint restaurant labeled 

‘Nostalgie Restaurant Madame Plüsch.’ This is just what we wanted and it marched our nostalgia 

of things past. The inside was warm and cozy and our German friend remarked that it had the 

ambience of his grandmother’s house. That means finding yourself in mid nineteenth century 

surroundings with traditional artifacts, family photos and heirlooms from many generations. 

Nostalgie Restaurant Madame Plüsch had many such relics. There were ancient dolls and 

figurines that reminded us of the haunted Annabelle, upon which we began a long excursion into 

all stories spooky from books and films as we waited for our food. 

When the food was set on the table, I gazed at my plate with a bemused smile. A while 

earlier I had chosen to ask for the German version of the menu. I speak German and I did not 

want to let myself down by going back to English. I had carefully gone through the menu and 

since I love potato dishes, I had finally chosen one with potatoes but what came was a large 

portion of vegetables and herbs accompanied by one big potato. My older daughter who lives in 

Germany as a matter-of-factly said, “Thought that’s what you wanted, mom?” The younger one 

laughed at me and pushed her menu written in English to me and I wished I had gone for 

something as clear as ‘ Bavarian Potato salad with griddled pork medallions and Bonfire Jacket 

potato... sounds exotic but conceivable. 

Leaving the warm and cozy interior of Madame Plüsch’s hotel, we climbed up the fort we 

had earlier seen. It was actually an uninhabited castle, not quite in ruins but deserted with no lights 

in any of its almost one hundred windows. The backyard, enclosed in a low stone wall had 

overgrown bushes and shrubs but its outer gardens were vast and well kept. A river flowed 

somewhere down the ravine. It was nine already but dozens of people still walked the gardens and 

we joined them as we made our way back to our little car. We found it there waiting for us. We 

had travelled from Frankfurt by train and I was amazed by the kind of technological advances the 

western world had leaped into. We had booked the car online and we found it waiting with full 

tank for us and by use of a password in our mobile phone, we accessed and drove it.  
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The following day was the big day; the visit to world famous Neuschwanstein Castle. This 

is a mediaval, mostly romanticized castle of King Ludwig II up high in the Bavarian Alps, the 

Disney World castle of Sleeping Beauty. With about six degrees, most of the Alps ranges were 

covered in thick fog but it lifted just short enough for our exhilarating bus ride up the magical 

castle. Built in 1868 on top of a cliff, the castles imposing façade and fascinating history is truly 

intoxicating. King Ludwig II, a reclusive and eccentric King lived in this splendor and overt 

opulence for only two years with only 14 out of the planned 200 rooms finished at the time of his 

tragic death. His death is shrouded in mystery and he is said to have drowned in a lake in one of 

his summer castles in lower Bavaria. 

The hills in this region are like magic, beckoning you to them. They possess a spirit you 

cannot resist and when we learnt that Austria was only a twenty five minutes’ drive away, we took 

the plunge. The drive through the winding extremely picturesque mountain ranges of the ‘Sound 

of Music’ fame led to the idyllic sleepy town of Tirol in Austria. The imposing mountains towered 

before me with the most impelling power. The valley of the Alps is truly beautiful. A river with a 

reflection of green and not blue flowed peacefully in no particular hurry to a world unknown to 

me. The water is so clear you can see right down in its water bed. I was immediately transported 

into those clear Alpine rivers I see on National Geographic. I am overwhelmed by this feeling. 

It is Sunday and like in Germany, shops and restaurants are closed and we are by now badly 

in need of a warm dish. We drive around hopelessly. All closed. We decided to Google restaurants 

in nearby towns as we drove out. Finally, we saw a sign ‘durchgehend geöffnet,’ meaning open 24 

hours in front of a restaurant in Amergau and we got in. It is four o’clock but the sun had set 

already and it is dark, very dark indeed. We were the only guests but the sweet lady in a traditional 

Bavarian dress serves us food in mountains – perhaps in the spirit of the mountains of the Alps 

Ranges. Though the college essay awaited me later that night, my travel appetite is bigger because 

we had more great destinations and was yet to sample Bavarian beer of the famed Oktoberfest 

festival. 

 

Superhero by Nshe Velnoe David. 

What is it, to be a hero? Look in the mirror and you’ll know. Look into your own eyes 

and tell me you’re not heroic, that you’ve not endured or suffered or lost the things you care 

about most. And yet here you are, a survivor of this country, the hardest place anyone in it has 

ever known. The place where cowards don’t last long, so you must be a hero, we all are.  
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Some more than others but none of us alone. Some bloody their fist, trying to keep the 

country safe. Others bloody the streets in hit that they can stop the times, the crime, the cruelty, 

they disregard the human life all around. This is our country. Angel or devil, rich or poor, young 

or old we live here. We didn’t choose this country, it chose us. Because a hero isn’t someone 

who lives in heaven above us, keeping us safe, a hero is not a god or an idea. A hero lives on the 

street amongst us, with us, always here but rarely recognized. Look in the mirror, you can see 

what I am talking about. You can see yourself for what you truly are. You’re a Nigerian and 

you’re a hero. This is your country, work smart and hard to make it a better place. Make it better 

for you, your brothers, sisters, father, mother and friend. There will come a time that you will be 

merry looking back and knowing you’ve done well. You are a superhero and you are welcome 

home. 

 

 

 

Ekiti to Ibandan by .  

 

When I sit beside the window of the Serena van, it takes forty minutes to get the van full. 

A man in green uniform passes ‘travelers form’ to the passengers which has a list of; where were 

going, the phone number, the address and other details. I pass it to the girl beside me who fills in 

some and leaves others. It was easy to decipher that she was travelling alone. I poke my head 

outside the window and inhale a fresh breath of the hilly city of Ekiti, Ado. The driver scampers 

to the van, he does not look like a driver because he is not dressed like one. He wears a 

Knickerbocker and has a toothpick hanging in his bushy hair. The man ignites the engine twice 

and it roars halfway like a log is stuck in its throat before it goes silent. He beckons the other 

men sitting on a long wooden bench across the road. They come and push the van until it roars to 

life, all fears are gone. A woman offers to pray and as she calls onto the blood of Jesus, the van 

totters begins to speed off.  

 When the journey begins, men and women chat; about the new government, the new 

promises and wishes that the new leader makes them happen. Ababy whimpers while holding 

onto her mother’s blouse. Music blares from the van’s stereo as we pass the police school, 

gradually bidding Ado-Ekiti bye. It some more minutes before we see cottages, children rolled 

tires, a man spreading cassava peels on a mat. Some of these children waved to us as we drove 

off. Big rocks spread behind us, the driver was jams on the accelerator so hard and we keep 

bustling into each other as the van jerks pothole after pothole. The other passengers do not move 

an inch rather they talk about who in the government has failed to provide good roads and behind 

me a woman narrate an experience of how she suffered pains after travelling to Ado. 

A yellow post by the roadside bears the warning ‘Bumps ahead - Drive slowly’ runs past 

as the driver discard it like every other warning we went passed and rather he pressed the 

accelerator harder this and as we speed away. At a far distance, men in black uniform wave their 

batons. Our driver alights and shakes hands with them. They seem to know one another as they 

talk in a guttural voice, one of them giggles and our driver enters. He ignites the van, waves his 

right hand as the left pulls the gear=stick and an officer under a shade, waves back at our van. 
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We drive past new towns in Ekiti, different from Ado, mud houses with dried roofs, a big church 

stands by the left side of the road - All saints' Anglican Church. The van slows as it bumps in the 

potholes before speeding up. My phone rings - the fifth time this morning, each with a question 

about where we are now. ‘Iyin-Ekiti’ I reply and abort the call. I glance at my wrist watch, it is 

10:45 am. 

Gradually we drive past bushes, the lady beside me buries her face in her folded shoulder 

with an earpiece in her ear. A woman slumbers throwing her head over the chair. The baby is 

quiet now, the radio is barely audible. A man is snoring loudly. The driver receives a phone call. 

We drive past some towns perhaps villages and this takes us ten minutes to conquer, other 

vehicle speed by as our driver is still on his call. We arrive at another police checkpoint where 

one policeman demands the car clearance as his two counterparts walk around the bus peering 

inside. Our driver cannot provide one of the clearance, he is asked to park by the roadside. Some 

of the passengers alight with the driver and beg the police about the matter. It takes 30 minutes 

the policeman lets us go. We continue on our journey, everyone is again back to discussing and 

chit-chatting.  

Soon, we arrive at another town, children rush to our van cajoling us to buy goodies like 

corn, bread, walnut, plantain chip, bottled water, La casera. I buy one plantain chip and one 

bottle of water. The driver hurries us to pay for whatever we have bought, as he begins to 

accelerate. Some sellers chase us for a minute before turning back, a woman throws a hundred 

Naira note to the girl she bought from five plantain chips. We drive past bushes and past houses, 

a man cycling a bicycle at the pedestrian walkway, with a big keg tied to his bicycle just like the 

picture of the palm-wine tapper in my English textbook. My phone rings again. The girl beside 

me twitches, she had fallen asleep on my shoulder. Her hair itched the back of my arm, I wanted 

to tell her but I didn’t because I enjoyed it and because of the nice scent from it that fills my 

nostrils. The call is about another update. The seat was becomes unbearably hot, and my feet 

decide to stop being part of my body. I can barely feel them even as I hit them against the 

ground.  

For another 20 minutes, we drive past the tall trees, rugged rocks, herdsmen and cattle. A 

woman begs the driver to park so that she and others can ease themselves. One of the passengers 

cannot hold it together as he scampers into the bush when the driver stops. I alight to take in the 

fresh air, the lady beside has woken up and gulps down her bottle of Coke. My legs are claiming 

my body when a brisk rustling leaves the bush and comes nearer and a man who is struggling to 

wear his pants shouts ‘Snake! Snake!” He manages to roll his trousers up to his thigh as he jumps 

into the vehicle. He narrates his experience as we speed off, he had rolled his pants down and 

was about to start the business when he heard a rustling sound. He had discarded it until it got 

nearer and louder. He looked back only to see a big black snake poised to his butt. The rest of the 

story is told in panting and I can barely follow. Minutes later it, has turned joke and everyone 

makes fun of it. 

I receive another call as we near Osun state. The lady beside laughs and says, ‘We are 

near’ as my phone drops. We travel for about 12 more minutes and we arrive at Traders’ Port. 

Women chase our tottering vehicle with Akara, plantain chips, dodo, bread and drinks. I have 

been looking forward to eating this popular Akara Osun and Bread, I buy five balls of Akara and 
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a loaf of bread. We drive into the beautiful state of Osun, and to Gbogan, a town in Osun, and 

other places which are hard for me to pronounce. Slowing down, we join the long queue caught 

in a traffic jam which we later learn was caused by accident. A Toyota Camry ran into a truck 

claiming the lives of three and leaving a boy unconscious. It takes us about half an hour to drive 

past the collision. My hair stands at the sight of the blood, the lady beside me looks away. The 

woman behind us is crying and the man who escaped snake-bite prays for mercies for the lost 

souls. Our driver looks past, whistles and spits, I guess this is not his first time to see such. He 

speeds up squinting at his phone, a woman warns him to ease up his speed. Whether he listens or 

he not, I decide to engage in conversation with the lady beside me.  

‘I never enjoyed that book the first two times I read it,’ I say pointing to the book she was 

reading.  

‘Why? It is interesting?’ she giggles. 

‘Yes. But it wasn’t at first.’ 

‘Are you going to spend your holiday at Ibadan.’ She asks 

‘No. I am going to write my entrance exam to the university.’ 

‘Which course?’ 

‘Law.’ 

‘I am going for the same exam too but in Physics.’  

I smile. And the conversation ends that briefly. She returns to her book and I smell the dusk air. 

We totter the busy road, and halt at another traders’ point. A girl comes to my window side.  

‘Buy dodo ikire’ she says pushing the merchandise up to my face. 

‘No thanks.’ I say. The lady besides me buys two packs of dodo ikire alongside walnuts. 

It is already past four when we join the often said traffic jam at Iwo Road. We are getting 

nearer to Ibadan. My phone rings and when I pick the call I give them the message they all hitch 

to hear. A poky mini Nissan Micra maneuvers our car, curses another. The big LED billboard 

advertising Guinness beer stands facing our direction welcoming passengers into the city. It takes 

us some time before we drive into the Iwo park where everybody later gets down. By the time I 

alight, my family is already there to get my luggage. The lady is gone. I will have a story to tell 

when I get home. As I sit at the back of the Dodge Caravan and view the brown-roof city 

spreading in all directions, the roofs seems to bear a bit of history to the city. Perhaps the roofs 

all make up the history. Stored buildings stand gigantically beside the road, a white-blue painted 

Micra speeds past us as I remember J.P Clark’s words, “running splash of rust and gold-flung 

and scattered among seven hills like broken china in the sun.” 
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Buenos Aires by  

As the plane takes off, I look down at the cowboy town where I have spent the day working, 

nestled in the southern part of the Buenos Aires province, pleased to see it behind me. We turn 

gently and glide towards the north. Within minutes, I am asleep, my mind fading in and out of 

dreams that I won’t remember later. I wake up with a dry mouth, wondering where I am. 

Sometimes, lately, I wake up wondering who I am. Youth drips away too soon, replaced by worry 

and longing. The cabin crew are preparing for landing. I look out the window at the endless 

expanse of Buenos Aires, stretching out like a golden splash in the darkness. It reminds me of 

home. That metropolis of blinking lights at night; that, to me, is the heart of Africa. There my heart 

lives. I close my eyes. I can’t think about it with a busy week ahead of me – it feels like an eternity 

from now. Yet, somehow, I am comforted just knowing that it is waiting for me. 

 Stepping outside the airport shocks my quiet mood – the chaos of movement and shouting 

and people and every space filled with something other than silence. I know I will adjust, move 

with the flow, join the motion. But not now. The traffic is bad tonight, and from the taxi I watch 

the last light fade out of the sky, as if sucked away by the buildings surrounding me, each glowing 

with bulbs and billboards. I turn to the taxi meter and for a few moments watch the numbers 

increase faster than the world outside is moving. So, I motion to the driver that I want to get out. 

It won’t take long to get back to my hotel and I feel like taking a walk through the city.  

 There is something about walking through a city at night. Every sense seems heightened. 

You breathe with the life of the city. The people you see are residents, not tourists or business 

people. They inhabit this place, but are transparent, or maybe forgotten in the day light. Each step 

feels rooted in the ground, and the pulse of this living beast that growls and writhes incessantly; 

so beautiful to strangers that it’s easy to forget how rough it is to exist here. Never at peace. Never 

in silence. I get out of the taxi in La Recoleta, the richest areas of the city. I can’t feel the grit of 

life here, but watch the people in tight clothes and high heels float around me. I trudge through 

this affluence with awe, going along tree-lined avenues, past windows of perfume shops and high 

fashion. And what is to become of all of this that we cling to? That separates us from each other? 

I recount my memories of my first few days here, exploring the areas south of the city – San Telmo, 

La Boca. Old, but without gloss or sugar-coating. All mixed up and part of this monster, I tell 

myself. I feel it shift under my feet in response. 
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 The writer Jorges Luis Borges walked these streets, perchance thought these thoughts and 

perhaps loved the city more than I do. This was his home, like Africa is mine. Maybe he looked 

over a city, far from here, and thought about Buenos Aires and had the same pang of isolation, loss 

and wanting to return. I have searched the city bookshops for Borges’s books, to read his words as 

I walk his walks. But I can’t find any English books – except for Harry Potter. Even the Grand 

Splendid, perhaps the most beautiful bookshop in the world, can only boast Rowling, not its own 

son, Borges, on the shelves for those of us lost in an English-only world.  

 I once heard that Africa and South America were one continent. I heard that the formation 

of the coast-line around the Cape in South Africa fits exactly into that of Argentina; two pieces of 

a large puzzle that were torn apart by the movement of the earth. I stop, there are dancing lights of 

traffic around me. I consider that where I stand could have been part of Africa. I try to feel it in 

the ground, to sense a connection with the monster like one trying to recognize a long-lost relative. 

Do they miss each other? Are the continents two halves of a broken, longing heart? I am so far 

away, but I am still a part of this living entity that is tied to home, reminding me that we are all 

bound together, despite the broken continents and suburbs. And so, I slide through the city lights, 

looking up to the sky. The stars are there looking down on me. I can’t help but think of what this 

place looked like, before it became a city. I pass enormous trees in the parks. The trees must be 

older than the city, I assure myself. I stop and look up into their shadows. They stretch out their 

branches, as if reaching out to the past, trying to claim what was once theirs but they are met with 

concrete and pollution and noise. No one sees them. I wonder if they are alive. I wonder if they 

are asleep; drifting in and out of dreams like me, or if they sometimes wake up not knowing who 

they are anymore. 
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Poems Part 2. 

 

Peace at the Source of the Nile by Henry Anubi - Kenya 

Everything about it was mesmeric 

From the location away from a town bustling with activity 

To the trees lining the roads towards it 

A slight ascent on old tattered tarmacked roads  

The grass that sprawled right to where it licked the earth 

It was beautiful.  

Picturesque. Serene-  

It seemed to call you 

And when you heeded the call 

It consumed you 

From the heights of manicured lawns, you saw it 

Marveled at its gorgeousness 

Observing the activities that surrounded it 

There was a bar of sorts 

Almost floating above it 

Inside were jerseys collected from several sports of different countries 

People making merry laughter and glass clinks 

Merging with the sound of water in perfect harmony 

The symphonies of ecstasy found in a land that was not my own 

Below the bar you could see the life it once supported 

Dead carcasses or red crabs  

Dried and wet detritus clinging to the rocks  

Birds floating and gliding high above 

Birds floating and gliding high above 

Some dipping straight into the water 

And in the same swoop emerging with fish on their beaks 

It was therapeutic 

I travelled to the Source of the Nile  

Hidden in the Pearl of Africa 

I washed my feet in its majesty  

My dirt will be cleaned along its way to Egypt. 

Now my Nile is contaminated 

With bodies and blood in Sudan 

And I can’t help but wonder 

If my dirt will ever be cleansed again. 

 

 

 

Visit to Mountain Kilimanjaro by Brenda - Zimbabwe 

Blessed are you Africa’s highest peak.  

You ostentatiously hold your apex up high like a gorilla's chest 

Your giant tears flow clean downhill in streams  

We praise your beauty our African icon.  
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Not even countless Sumo wrestlers can surround your swollen belly  

No lazy buddy can taste the coolness of your summit 

Grotesque are the unique features of your rocks  

No one dares to tumble over your cliff. 

 

As I inhale your sweet scent, my meekness is healed 

My mind is dazzled by the splendor around me 

Marvelous is the zoology of your Pliocene epoch 

A glimpse on a baby baboon startled the scared me  

Creepers tangle your flora but still chimpanzees play  

In denser undergrowth, wild creatures snatch their prey 

Your heavily raining jungles do not stop the playful monkeys  

The beauty of your flora is a strong potion to my broken soul 

Creepy are your caves are, as if hiding ghouls within  

The deafening voices of gorillas send shivers down my shaking spine  

Lizards slip through your undergrowth to busk in the midmorning sunshine  

Huge snakes glide to hide in your dark corners 

The numerous bird species overwhelm my eyes 

 

Then begins a game the haunted always hated 

Viscous snarls of cats yawning after a day's siesta 

The monkeys’ reign of laughter is ceased by the deadly hunters 

Afraid to be caught amidst the hunters’ snares all night long  

Young chimpanzees rush to safe hands of their mothers 

Until the smiling morning horizon kisses dawn goodbye 

The air around your mysterious jungle witnesses all 

Slowly whistles your predecessors to your future  

A wonder on our African soil, 

Mount Kilimanjaro.  

 

 

Travel to Africa by Lewis 

Yes, I've travelled far and wide 

But not once to these serene environments 

Not to these large green fields  

Not to these thick smoky forests 

 

I have travelled far and wide 

But never seen the rich culture of a people, 

Their way of life so astonishing 

It makes my soul happy 

 

Those rare plants I see when I travel 

Beautiful animals running and  

Birds traversing the beautiful terrain, 

Trigger an urge to recapture the moments 
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Africa, a beautiful land 

Full of red, black and white soils 

My feet don't tire to walk  

My eyes feed on the beauty of this land 

 

Take me far along the Nile snake 

Wide like the Victoria Falls 

Take me away from imaginations and arrogance 

To the beautiful land of my forefathers 

Africa, we call it 

Africa, it calls us 

Africa 

Traversing you is food to my soul 

 

 

The Bird from Jupiter by Olabisi 

To fly once more is all I want, 

To bend the powers of gravity to take me up above. 

I know this Earth is not where I belong, 

But I can never tell these humans the truth. 

I have heard bone chilling stories enough to make a hardened criminal cry. 

They will kill me or torture me to the point of death. 

However, I cannot deny the connection I feel deep within me, 

Like a coiled string wrapped around my heart linking me, to my home planet, 

A planet farther than my eye can see but ever following me like a shadow. 

I wake up at night screaming and sweating, 

Haunted by memories of a life well lived, 

Surrounded by my own people, my own family, 

Not abandoned like I am on this Earth. 

I will never forget the time I took flight. 

Just as the sun was about to cross the horizon, 

My feet lifted up of their own accord, 

And I dashed like the wind from my bedroom to the patio. 

I had felt my fellow creatures reaching out to me like a clarion call, 

Pulling on the string so hard that I thought my heart would burst. 

I am certain I do not belong here. 

I have to find a way to fly back to my people, 

To break the boundaries of gravity once more. 

If I don’t take flight, I will never be alive. 

 

Thomson Falls by Isaac Kilibwa - Kenya 

 

The Thomsons’ fall out of love 

is furious, foam - 

The colours of peace and death. 
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For a Great Name by Akinmayowa Adedoyin Shobo - Nigeria 

Voices arise from the brown hills  

Little creatures skirting the dusty routes, 

Of the township  

Around us – 

The stench from the billies, 

Awakens that which for long was buried.  

 

We had a dream 

Boarded across a parched path 

A course worn out by the feet of our forefathers 

The checkpoints to success –  

ten of them, we are told (Iwe mewa). 

 

Into our minds,  

Rolling drums of razor-sharp rune beat mercilessly 

The reward - 

A bouquet of gleaming legacy 

Awaits the worthy. 

 

Faithful, 

We stand in line for the gashing of our mortal hides 

Till we learn the letters of life; 

How our faces smile  

To a blissful journey thence. 

 

Blinded we by juvenile passion 

Sweet wounds we bear  

The great name of our ancestors, we esteem 

A quest to fulfill  

As the ones before us. 

 

Note: Iwe mewa denotes the educationally system of Nigeria translated in Yoruba language. 

 

 

 

Dear Village by Akinmayowa Adedoyin Shobo - Nigeria 

 

Dear Village, 

In our pen-craft we sail, 

The ancient route of wisdom, 

Much-travelled road to greatness, 

Into the roaring waters, 

Haunted by ghosts of the ones before us. 

We are capsized, fed to the sea. 

We are lost. 

Persecuted. Yet, we march on. This quest! 
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Dear Village, 

In our hands the bear,  

Gem-plated jars filled with flotsams of blasted hopes 

The certificates we bear,  

Hung as a millstone about our necks. 

 

Dear Village, 

Those dreams we bore ten years ago have become men 

With heaviness in their hearts,  

Lawyers, doctors or pilots we cannot become 

Those dreams have become but insane voices 

Behind the brown hills 

 

On the path to success. 

Still we are - 

Artists, 

Sworn to paint you a picturesque future. 

 

 

 

Inspiration by Khana Moyo  

I’m here bent over the white altar 

Ears on the euphony songs uttered 

Friends have mutinied to fiends 

To them, I’ll be molested by loneliness 

Unknown to them how I value solitude  

My thought train trails freely. 

 

So I humbly come to you muse, 

Give me inspiration to use 

You age wrinkled mask, 

Lend me flowery words, this altar damask 

God, a pinch of celestial wisdom, 

Bestow me, who am by large less a psalmist. 

 

All borrow me an average Joe 

Thought beyond dwarf mind saw 

So I may well wear my heart on sleeve anew 

I’ve got a lot to write and right before I leave. 

 

 

 

Dear Blesser by Khana Moyo 

I’m inviting her to my heart 

You’re inviting her to your car 

You make better cents, 
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You make better sense. 

I get it but, Blesser please  

Don’t take her simply because you can, 

I need her because I care 

 

We’re 19 and angazi nthini, 

When she cries for what I cannot afford  

Your wallet is as fat as your belly 

I understand how you can easily shop  

A storm strong enough to water down her senses  

But Blesser please, 

She’s my only chance at love 

My only chance at life 

 

Should I fake or face my reality? 

Even in her lies, 

I search the sunshine in her  

Hoping one day, her clouds  

Would rain the truth, the promise 

Saying sohlukaniswa libhokisi 

Are still vivid on the screen of my mind 

What else but love, could leave this trail  

 

I hate to admit that whatever happens  

My happiness depends on you, Blesser 

Please don’t take her simply because you can 

I need her because I care. 

 

Who Has Coughed by Khana Moyo 

 

There’s a verse deep inside my heart 

It needs care to be drawn out  

It’s so delicate and fragile and thin  

Like a simple lamp made from an old tin 

The flame is naked, people around it shouldn’t cough 

Or laugh as it would go off 

Ah! Who has coughed? 

Now it’s off. 
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Mankessim Roundabout: Cycling About a Home Once by Kweku Anamoa Joseph Taylor -

Ghana 

 

A home along trading routes 

I feel my feet here 

In this soil mother’s nipples buried a childhood 

We stood long here 

We passed this way on end  

I once heard the wonders of the edges. 

 

Mother,  

Like a foot on hot coal 

I search for your voice 

This new soil thirsts your call 

I stood in awe of your old stories 

Chapters unraveled from ranting dreams 

How a tale turned great merriment 

 

From your stories, 

A writer was born  

From these trade routes River Pra surmount 

A passerby’s brain muscles to the sea on the west route 

To the school in Ghana’s root castle 

Where papers with poetry fill books  

 

How time flies. 

How jazzy I dance. 

I once heard, in this new home 

This new castle 

Was the bridge to western education 

And a hand has benefited.  

 

 

The Rain Dances by Thuto Vanessa Seabe 

 

Trepidation dances midair, lingering, shy to touch her surfaces with this wetness. 

It's a journey from the heavens, descending upon the barren land to quench thirsts. 

It rains in colours, sometimes in clear blue skies and others in ash grey gloominess. 

Colours of the rain, dance on brown dirt. 

Washing the dust away with kisses of life. 

Sprouting, they reach for beneath the earth in pursuit of creating life. 

Fields amass with a kaleidoscope of fauna. 

It's the flowers in the summer breeze that paint colours of bloom-ability. 

When winter comes and undresses the earth of her robes, leaving sticks and crumbling leaves in 

her wake, shedding beauty upon the forest bed. 

Rains journey after the moon and seasons yet again come, to bring life... 
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Mad Men Wear Tailored Suits by Thuto Vanessa Seabe 

There is a quaint attraction to his shoddiness. 

His pungency beguils the nose to search for him, gazing upon his form senses meekly turn 

redundant. 

His feet carry with them demons etched on his soles as he Chases traffic on the side of the road, 

With a tyre in hand, he drives a Mercedes, he says. 

Dare I be one to question dreams spun in light of day, he reeks of a higher enlightenment. 

His stories tell tales of past and present hallucinations that sober minds dismiss as insanity, 

But there is beauty in his words.  

A poised expression in his stance as he narrates, an eloquence in his speech, his tongue spews 

not shit. 

Upon further inspection, the eyes catch the tailored suit beneath the soiled tatters clothing his dry 

skin. 

There is a story in his eyes, of who he was before he became, of who he is, now, here. 

Was he a mad man even then? Wearing suits and prancing akin to the show monkeys? 

Mad men wear suits still... 

 

 

Travel by  

I move  

One step, two 

From zero to there 

Footprints behind, forward I move,  

Focused on the journey ahead 

I partake not in my mind but… 

I experience the movement of mine body’s adrenaline 

Pumping out of curiosity, anxious of where I go, 

Like a video camera, mine eyes film every motion, 

I feel the breeze rushing into my nostrils,  

I wonder, about the destination, yet I like the tangling of mine feet 

I want to arrive but not just yet 

Because mine eyes got attracted to the scenery. 

I see tall dry grass, shrubs, thorny trees and dry sand, 

The enormous pans of dirt of different texture and colour 

The pans from a distance like the gigantic masses under the blazing hot sun. 

The pans that seem to be like where the heavens meet the land, heaven on earth, 

As if it isn’t enough, out of the blue, a brown coloured creature with black and white legs  

And pointy horns be spotted posing. The gemsbok, largest of the gazelle specie, I marvel, 

Mother Nature cares for these wonderfully dressed living creatures, springboks galloping. 

And I watch my step lest I dash mine foot on a rock, spot the shell of the African tortoise, 

I travel to marvel, at the great Kgalagadi Trans frontier Park. 

 

 

Black Rose by  

our brother stands tall, soul on ice 

the kin discovers sense of self 
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a lonely pedal sprung, on meddled soil 

from a prosperous seed 

 

gracing new land, fulfill mamma’s wish 

rock a bye baby to sleep, hers and his  

 

our brother stands tall, daring man to try his hand 

first, carry the torch, mamma’s final request 

 

Warrior by Nshe 

True is my pain. 

Mirage-like, is our bond. 

Your eyes, dream beautiful dreams  

Together, they tear up in separation. 

Those eyes stayed awake many nights,  

Refuse to awaken even in the mornings. 

Separated are the paths of those who pledged to walk together. 

Those misty eyes peered through windows with hope,  

They now are suffocated with sorrows and despair. 

Heart filled with the storm of a million questions 

Breath unsettled, tormenting thoughts. 

Why is the soul in disarray?  

Why the despair? 

 

Those eyes that used to feast on the warmth of sun,  

Those eyes once shone like stars in the sky, 

Now have disappeared in the dark night, 

Tired now seek the shade. 

 

 

The Circle by Nshe 

The circle, a circle of friends. 

Friends roll around each other 

Real friends stay around. 

Fake friends crawl around, 

Like roaring lions looking for someone to devour 

Fake friends come around to eat. 

Real friends stay around to eat and be hungry. 

They stick, through thick and thin, merryment and sorrow. 

Fake friends are fake but they were from the original 

Real friends have no counterfeits 

They are the originals. 

They make you happy when you’re sad 

Cheer you up when you’re down 

They stick around like Jesus with the poor. 

Cheers to the circle of real friends. 
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The Journey to Jos by Temmy - Nigeria 

My father kicked my ass again that morning. 

Called me a spoilt brat with a leaky tap, 

I looked at my soaked clothes with disgust. 

He asked me to go clean up and get dressed 

Because I was about become a dry desert. 

He said that Jos was where the man with my healing lived. 

Lagos to Jos, my Math’s teacher said, is 15 hours. 

 

We got to the dead motor park, the bus came alive; 

Maybe from sleep, maybe from death, I don't know. 

As the bus moved, through the windows,  

I saw legs walk their heads to and fro. 

I heard the wind sing afro pop on afro beat. 

I saw big and small trees chase after the other. 

I felt myself fall into the wide arms of sleep. 

I ended up in the narrow lips of gunshots. 

 

Sleep jilted me; everyone in the bus became a loner. 

"Hands on head every fucking body! 

You try moving, this gun will make you stop!" 

 

I watched the robbers ransack me. 

I watched them scream at my father and others. 

I watched them slap the old man behind me and his tooth fell off. 

I watched them smooch the woman in front of me. 

I watched the child tied to her back plead tears to their black masks. 

I watched them leave with the goodness of our journey. 

I watched the driver drive into paths of silent lamentations. 

 

Everyone became a mannequin crying in their hearts 

Until we all saw a black board with white chalk yelling: 

"Welcome to Jos, Plateau; Do not play too much". 

 

 

Self Portrait on the Street of a Half Remembered Foreign City by Temmy - Nigeria 

The love letters written on this colorful body, 

Were chased by the wind into the ocean. 

 

A woman walked past me with curses on her lips, 

"All sons of Adam share surname with the devil." 

 

My ears stood at attention till I heard nothing of her 

My skin built an elevator of goosebumps. 

 

I wandered about whilst my mind wondered 

Why daughters of Eve share nothing with Jezebel". 
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My thoughts walked on water like a saviour, 

Their footprints created ripples like dark memories. 

 

They reminded me of how stressful and sinful it is 

To be a foreigner in my own body. 

 

The sun burnt my eyes and the rainbow faded, 

Into the colors of a broken wooden bridge. 

 

I began to see my mind as a lost attention, 

That could only be found in a mob. 

  

With sticks, stones, metals, brooms, olive oil and holy books, 

The mob came after me in the name of salvation. 

 

The more I ran, the closer they got. Descending on me, 

With Holy Ghost and man-made deliverance. 

 

On that street, I became a half remembered foreign body, 

I understood what "in this journey, you're alone" meant. 

 

The love letters written on my colorful body, 

Were chased by the wind into the fire. 

 

 

A Journey of My Body by Temmy – Nigeria. 

My body invited me on a journey 

to make love with the moon and stars. 

 

A lamp on my left palm, burning, 

and a walking stick in my right, 

my legs dragged me subtly 

like a bag of war seeking peace. 

 

Every sunrise, I became aware of my edges 

and of how close I was to falling, 

because the road was too soft and watery, 

and this bone was too weak to hold the skin from falling off. 

 

At sunset, I saw the stars, but they didn't see me, 

because they were busy twinkling. 

Then the moon moved closer to me 

and it seemed like I was closer to my world. 

 

No! I was closer to the darkest cloud; 

the one that called me a corpse, finding its way to the grave. 
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Essays 

How Travelling the World Can Change a Person by Paschaline Omuka, Nigeria 

 

There are moments in life that change and define who we are. Travelling to a new place – 

taking off into an unknown adventure completely open to the world and whatever comes – is one 

of those moments. Something happens to us when we board a plane in one country and land in 

another, it is almost as if our eyes open again for the first time. I believe that travelling around 

the world shouldn’t be hard: it is something everyone should be able to do at least once in their 

life. Whether you choose to spend a few years or just a couple months travelling this beautiful 

planet, it is important to see what’s out there. It’s up to you to make that dream come true; taking 

the first step, giving travelling a chance. Travelling does not only teach us about the world and 

other cultures, but also teaches us things about ourselves. When you travel, there are things that 

will happen that will change you for the better. 

Travelling gains you a sense of independence, it helps you break free from invisible 

barriers that prevent you from letting loose. When you travel to a new place, for instance, in 

order not to get lost, you ask people for directions and connect the dots by yourself to reach your 

desired destination. You are also in charge of your wellbeing and therefore pick what you eat 

carefully, this goes a long way in igniting your sense of adventure.  

 Zip-lining over the jungle canopy in Peru, successfully navigating the maze-like streets of 

Venice, bargaining for the best price in the traditional markets of Marrakech, taking a speedboat 

ride in New Zealand, hopping in a Land Rover and heading out to watch animals grazing in 

Tanzania: these are adventures worth having. People are wired to the excitement of adventure 

and travel is the best way to tap into it. Travelling to new places also helps you step out of your 

comfort zone. You leave your peaceful, familiar setting and plunge into the unknown – to you at 

least - an unfamiliar place with different people, culture and religion. It challenges you to give it 

your best. You try learning new languages, eating alone in a restaurant hoping that no one would 

talk to you, you let yourself bear to this new land, It is sink or swim on the road. You either get 

better at making friends or end up alone. You learn to make friends out of strangers and get more 

experience approaching new people. You get better at the small talk. People you meet while 

travelling on the road or in the sky become some of the most valued names on your contact list. 

They become places on the map, to visit later on. These folks give you a glimpse outside your 

hometown, outside your circle of friends, they lure you to take in and refreshing perspectives and 

make you realize that everyone is the same. Phew! What a breath of fresh air. Usually, in our 

daily lives, we do not value beautiful moments because we see them as the norm. They are with 

the familiar faces we know, after all. Travel exposes you to a vast world of experience with 

different people that share virtually nothing in common with you. Yet, you notice that you 

cherish every single life shattering experience with these people instead of forming attachments 

to inanimate things. If you are fortunate enough to stand in front of the Effiel Tower in the city of 

love – Paris, stand high on the Burj Khalifah in Dubai, traverse the Sahara on camel backs, walk 

through the Amazon Forest, cape Town where white water meets red water, walk on the glass 

bridge in China, take selfies with animals in African national parks, gaze at the Egyptian 

pyramids with folks from all over the globe, you would definitely value experience more than 

things.  

You have been a stiff no-nonsense workaholic who keeps the rules to the letter. 

Travelling gives you a whole new perspective. You see yourself sleeping in the train because it’s 

raining, accepting in good faith a premature cancellation of flights, stopping by the road side to 
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spend an hour watching performers that flocking the streets looking for tourists to impress. You 

go to bed with no single regret at the end of the day. The sooner you learn to roll with whatever 

challenges come your way, the sooner you’ll be carefree, happy, and eager to move onto your 

next new adventure. Learning how to be calm and not grow frustrated or upset when a flight is 

canceled or when dealing with the array of travel issues people face a valuable skills you acquire 

that will not only come in handy when traveling, but to the rest of your life. You quickly learn 

that you can handle most situations and also learn that there aren’t a lot of things worth getting 

upset about.  

  Travelling can help you detox from social media once in a while. Social media can be 

advantageous in many ways, but it's healthy for everyone to have a break from the internet every 

once in a while. Wi-Fi is so prevalent that it's hard to turn off and you can quite often find 

yourself tuning out whatever amazing place you're in with your eyes glued to your phone. It is an 

instinct we have adopted to always be checking social media out just in case we miss out on the 

new, outrageous, good, life-changing happening out there somewhere in the world. Checking 

Twitter, scrolling through Facebook feed, checking emails... stop! Turn it off. Better yet, find 

somewhere with no reception and no Wi-Fi so that you don't have a choice. It's liberating and 

allows you to better enjoy the 'here and now', to enjoy the birds melodies, catch the sound of 

wind, admire the beautiful scenery of the flora around you, the developments in your 

neighborhood, Enjoy a chat with the lady who roasts maize by the road, breathe, look at people, 

chat and all that which nicely ties into the amazing world God lent us. 

Traveling uncovers skills you didn’t know you had. Sometimes, it is only when you are 

far from home that you realize you’ve got skills you’ve never used. The exploring spirit that 

befalls most travelers can take up residence in you. It makes you bolder and braver with the 

feeling that you could do anything you deem fit. You could have a sudden urge to trek a long 

distance just so you could appreciate the scenery and find out new places. Travelling is like an 

addiction, once you get a taste of it, you keep coming back for more. When you don’t know the 

language, non-verbal communication becomes even more essential to reading people and 

situations. There’s something satisfying about being able to throw around a few words of Greek, 

saying thanks in Thai, pulling out that long dormant Spanish to book a room in Santiago, or 

simply hearing a language you didn’t know existed. Being able to read body language can tell 

you a lot about your surroundings and keep you away from bad situations. You become more 

alert in reading and communicating with people using non-verbal skills. 

Travelling can give you a vitamin D boost. Whilst it's a bit of myth that you need to be on 

a sun-lounger for twelve hours to feel the full effects of vitamin D (20 minutes of exposure to 

sunlight is enough), there's no doubt that in the same way that the cold and dark of winter makes 

us unhappy (feeling the effects of seasonal affective disorder or SAD), sunshine and warmth 

generally put us in a much better mood. A beach break is a great way to relax and enjoy the 

health benefits of a warm climate. Admittedly, this is more of a short-term boost, but a healthy 

glow makes you feel better and lasts for a few weeks after your trip is over. 

Travelling breeds cultural respect. You stop assuming about people of other races and 

culture and experience firsthand what it feels like to be with people with different beliefs. People 

are different but travelling unites hearts and minds in ways that are inexplicable and makes you 

appreciate the individuality of life.  

Travelling looks way more stressful than life at home at first glance, but take another 

look please. Packing anxiety, all those lines at the airport, takeoff, rushing to meet your next 

connection. Too often, this is our overtaxed brain playing tricks on us. In fact, life at home is 

filled with many mental and physical pressures that compromise our health. Family life has ever 
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been so stressful. Many people are stressed about their work-life balance, and young women’s 

sense of wellbeing is on the slide. Worse still, all these things are what most of you call “normal” 

- so you’re gaining weight, burning out your immune systems and sickening with all sorts of 

chronic ailments at an alarming rate. But travelling is all fun, adventure, happiness and creating 

happy memories that will last with you for a lifetime.  Travelling throws a lot of bizarre, funny 

and sometimes serious situations your way that, when you are relating them back to people at 

home or on your other travels, will make you feel interesting. Making someone laugh is an easy 

way to instantly up your self-esteem, so hold on to those embarrassing memories - no matter how 

much they might make you cringe. It's much easier to make new friends on the road than it is at 

home, where people are less inclined to chat to strangers on a bus or strike up conversation in a 

bar (at least, that's true of London). When people are away from home, there seems to be less 

boundaries to cross and making friends becomes much easier, whether it's a local curious to 

know where you've come from or a fellow traveler keen to have someone with whom to enjoy a 

beer or share a taxi. Social interactions make you happier and increase your social circle.  

Aside from making you happier in the short-term, traveling can make you a much more 

contented, happy and relaxed person in the long run, too. Of course, most travel enthusiasts are 

constantly planning their next trip, but when we're at home or past a point of being able to jet off 

whenever they like, past travels leave them with the memories that make them happy. They also 

equip them with confidence, broad-mindedness, friends and a more worldly perspective that in 

turn make them happy. It makes them analyze situations with a broader perspective and allows 

them keep calm in would be agitating situations thus making them happier and less worked up. 

That's why travel makes them happier people. 

 You’ve traveled the world alone, handled awkward situations, and dealt with different 

kinds of people. Seeing the world provides an education that’s absolutely impossible to get in 

school. Travel teaches you Economics, Politics, History, Geography, and Sociology in an 

intense, hands-on way like no other class ever has or will. You learned a lot of soft skills that 

can’t be taught in school. This ability to work well with others and navigate different situations 

can give you a real edge in job interviews. Travelling also means you are talking more, meeting 

and interacting with different people which, hopefully, means you are learning more. 

With travelling, you open up your mind and heart to new places, experiences and people - 

providing a gateway to opening up your own world. The world is no longer a mountain that is 

too steep to climb but a mere obstacle that can be surpassed. By embracing curiosity and 

exposing yourself to something different, you become more connected to the world and are able 

to experience it and all that it has to offer. Meeting people from other cultures will teach you that 

the way you’ve been looking at the world isn’t the way everybody else does. Your point of view 

might have some major blind spots, seeing the world for yourself will improve your vision and 

your grip on reality. 

The final and most important lesson of them all – Travelling forces us to get in touch 

with who we really are. We surround ourselves with open minded nomads that encourage us to 

feel comfortable with who we are. Our self-confidence allows us to venture to a new city without 

knowing a single soul and find happiness in that friendly ‘hello’ from a travelling ‘stranger’ just 

around the corner. The idea of being 'lonely' soon turns to 'alone' - and we are OK with that! 

In conclusion, no one ever looks at life the same way after travelling. You all come back 

with a greater appreciation for life, and for people. It can expose you to problems you would not 

have seen at home and open your mind to your own problems. That’s how travelling can change 

people, and the world. It won’t solve the economic crisis or reduce energy costs. It won’t solve 

climate change. It won’t send a man to the moon. And it surely won’t make you breakfast in bed, 
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though sometimes I wish it did. But what it can change is social misunderstanding, perceptions, 

mindfulness, skills and the person as a whole, for better.   
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The City That Made Me by  

There is a general perception that we are what we are, because of where we come from. 

This perception has literally created stereotypes in the world and specifically in our country 

Uganda, and it’s made worse by the fact that we have many tribes and languages. People in 

Uganda are identified by their languages, their behavior and how they look like. For instance; the 

Baganda are known to be cunning yet polite and indiscreet in contrast to the Basoga who are 

known to be bigheaded but honest. The Bakiga are known as the tough but truthful ones yet the 

Banyankole, whose language is almost similar to theirs, are known to be arrogant but intelligent 

and so on.  

Ugandans are actually interesting because even our body features and looks give clues of 

where we come from and which tribe we are. It seems like God took His time creating us and 

being careful where to place us. Or is it the weather and atmosphere in our places that somehow 

moulds us into what we are? Or it’s just our genes. Who knows? While the Baganda are known 

for their slightly large noses, the Banyankole are known for their curvy features and the 

‘northerners’ – people from tribes in northern Uganda - are known for their dark skin and tall 

heights. Whereas this has been true for all these years, we now realize that due to mixed 

marriages, our features have been mixed up as well and we can never really tell where someone 

is coming from basing on their physical features. Even the accents that previously helped us 

notice a Munyankole or a northerner, even when they spoke English, are no longer reliable 

because people have now perfected their American and pop-star accents. Actually, the central 

region that was previously populated by the Baganda is now full of westerners that speak perfect 

Luganda and English without a trace of the Runyankole accents.  

Well, these stereotypes may hold true until you are a Musoga, born in Buganda and living 

in western Uganda with the Bakiga. Now that is my life; born in Kampala city and raised there 

for most of my life. My life turned out as a mixture of personalities that do not define a particular 

stereotype and identity of a typical Ugandan. Kampala is in Buganda and so growing up, I was 

trained in their way of life which emphasizes respect for elders by kneeling down for them when 

greeting or speaking to them, keeping quiet while eating food and so on. This behavior is also 

mixed with the urban kind of life because it is a city where people are learned and modern and so 

you will find that I will not typically be up there on the Buganda moral compass. The city trains 

you to be a bit cunning and swift because it presents a survival for the fittest-kind of life. Just 

boarding a taxi to go somewhere at rush hours can be such a competition because people are so 

many that you forget all your manners and push your way into the taxi. In doing this, you will 
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not look at the elderly, the sick or the needy because everyone is rushing to get somewhere. In 

the city, everyone is wary of everyone because you will find that almost everyone has been 

stolen from and so we are all just trying to protect ourselves from being stolen from or even 

kidnapped. This city hustle and way of life made me grow up with the desire to get out of the 

city and travel around Uganda. You know, that feeling you get that the grass is greener on the 

other side! The yearning for a new life, a fresh start in a place where you are not known, where 

you will learn and unlearn things. Well, that is exactly what I got and it became the beginning of 

a journey almost all around the country. 

The journey to the East is not that interesting for me. Yes I know, the source of the River 

Nile is in Jinja, Lake Victoria is fabulous, the new bridge on the Nile that has caught everyone’s 

attention and has become the go-to destination for all perfect marriage proposals, the many 

industries and so on is interesting to pass by, but that is just a trip to my ancestral village in 

Iganga. So I have never given it much interest. What gets me going on this trip though is the 

roasted chicken at Namawojjolo, which, in my opinion is the best in the region, and that’s from 

someone who has tasted a lot of it. The ride through Mabira Forest was the most refreshing feel 

in those days when the trees were not so destroyed and nature was still in its full glory. The 

forest, which is the biggest in Uganda (but not as big as its former self due to rampant 

deforestation), makes you feel like you are in one of those Amazon Forest movies with 

anacondas and everything. I remember when I was younger and we would travel with my father 

to the village in Iganga, we would try to count the trees as we drove by, just to get an 

imagination of how big that forest was. We imagined it was like the jungle in The Jungle Book 

movie and we would be really thrilled to go through it. Now it’s just a shadow of what it was, 

humans have invaded the space, most wildlife has fled and police stations and villages have been 

built where the trees once thrived. What a disappointment! 

Recently, I got a chance to continue to the far East; Mbale to be exact. The thrill of travelling in 

the YY Coaches was better than my usual bus journeys. They are known to be very fast and 

organized and I got to experience that. A bus ride is always interesting because you get to see all 

kinds of people and think about their lives and wonder what their stories are. You will find a 

mother with about five children, grappling with bags and babies, trying to keep the young ones 

from being cranky, with her face expressing frustration and exhaustion and caution all at once. 

Then you will notice an older man, smartly dressed, with newspapers and the expression on his 

face will give you income and responsibility vibes, until you sit near him and realize that he is 

trying to hit on all the girls that pass by him. Then there is a youth trying hard to give a cool vibe 

with ear phones and gadgets and cool sunglasses. Well, he seems cool until you sit next to him, 

realize that his jeans haven’t been washed in a while and that his body odor is a mixture of 

perfume and a ‘haven’t bathed’ odor. What people eat in the bus however is what makes me 

judge them and where they come from. For example, the rural people will be excited to buy the 

bread sold in the bus and they will actually eat the whole of it by the time we reach our 

destination. If they have money, they buy everything that crosses their path, from popcorns to 

samosas, to maize and ground nuts, all at once. The smart responsible ones tend to only eat dry 

stuff from supermarkets like cakes, biscuits and not the roadside junk. I wonder how that is 

healthy because it is still junk food. And then there are people like me who will not mind eating 

that roasted meat and ‘gonja’ by the road side. I was excited to travel past my usual stop point in 

Iganga and just continue through. It was awesome to go to a place where I couldn’t understand 

the language but was instinctively drawn to the people. That’s the beauty of Uganda; we have so 

many languages that I cannot count, most of the languages are a bit similar because they are of 
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the bantu ethnic group and so there is always a sisterly or brotherly feeling no matter where you 

go.  

It was nice going past Mbale, through Manafwa and then Namisindwa district which is at 

the border of Uganda and Kenya. The experience was priceless because it took us to the ranges 

of mountain Elgon. We got to experience the uncertainty of the people that live there because 

they have gone through landslides and have lost loved ones and property. People there build mud 

houses instead of permanent houses and I imagined it’s because they are not on friendly terms 

with that mountain. Whenever it rained heavily, they were torn between celebrating for the food 

they have planted and bracing themselves for their last day on earth. It is sad that most people 

stay in the cities and towns fighting over petty things like being first in the bank line and not 

paying the DSTV and never realize that there are people in the same country as them who are 

fighting every day for their own survival. The crimes in these places like in Namisindwa are not 

your ordinary crime; they are crimes of defilement and murder on a daily basis because people 

are living lives that are far from normal or average for common people. Children as young as 

seven years old are defiled and even married off because of the primitivity in those areas. 

I now live in western Uganda and I have traveled most of it. This is one region that really 

makes you believe that Uganda is a pearl. Just the air and the breeze are different, maybe 

because this part of the country is the coldest and the air is very fresh, well that’s just my 

observation. I haven’t seen so many hills in one place, the hills in Kisoro and kabale aew a 

beauty that stands out with confidence and awe. They let out a thick fog that starts in the 

evening, goes on through the night only to disappear in the late hours of the morning. Though it 

has been noticed that Kabale is not as cold as it used to be a few years ago, it is definitely cold 

for us who haven’t grown up this side. The atmosphere is white at night as if the coldness cannot 

just help but manifest itself. Waking up early in the morning and going out can even be scary 

because if you are driving, the fog is too thick that you cannot see the person next to you. 

Even Kanungu is exceptional in its own way. Though still underdeveloped, it is home to 

part of Queen Elizabeth National Park which is known for elephants, hippos, all kinds of birds, 

antelopes and the famous climbing lions. It is also part of Bwindi Impenetrable Forest that is 

home to our famous gorillas. I had the opportunity to traverse all these wonders nature and it 

made me appreciate the awesomeness of our creator. Nothing prepares you for the majesty of the 

climbing lions, the steep hills, the sharp corners of the roads or even the slopes of mountain 

Rwenzori in Bundibugyo. The west is truly an awesome place to live in. 

My travels throughout all these places have nonetheless brought to my attention a simple 

fact that I have always denied, and that is, ‘that east or west, home is best’. Despite the fresh air, 

the meeting of new people, the experience of different cultures that in most cases gives me 

cultural shock, the beautiful nature and the love for adventure, I find myself needing to “breathe” 

and having the urge to return to the very polluted city that is Kampala. I miss the over-

crowdedness of the taxi parks, the availability of those boda bodas and taxi mini-buses 

everywhere, the hustle and bustle of everyone as they all seem to be rushing somewhere for 

something. I even miss the roadside food that you can find almost everywhere at very low prices 

and the fact that you can buy anything on the streets of Kampala, ranging from clothes, shoes, 

makeup, hardware, beddings, furniture and mechanics and at very low prices compared to 

everywhere else that I have been to. I now focus my dreams on a future that is not in the West 

where I live, not in the East where my forefathers dwelt, not even in the North where I am yet to 

go, but in the central. My future lies with the city that made me. This city that is I hear constantly 

beckoning me. 
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                    The Africa I Know by Lazola Pambo 

Allow me to entice you with what I see, feel on a daily basis in a place I call home, 

Africa. I doubt that I would be wrong to say, that never have I seen another majestic continent 

like Africa. I am further certain that it has no competition in beauty. Forget the occasional lies of 

us living in a dump. The bond we have with Mama Nature is an elegant communion. Who can 

vouch to say that we, “the people,” live in a land of natural disasters? It is a preposterous lie to 

and about the people of Africa. How many of us realize or acknowledge the blessing within our 

continent of not being struck yearly by Mama Nature? Our resilient skins are not allergic to the 

golden heatwave. We feel it in the desert, we feel it in the dry savannah landscape, but trust me, 

the heat does not obstruct our thinking. 

Yes, we have other hardships but we never observe these catastrophes with a blind eye. 

The state of African minds is that of warriors. You could put us in the most absurd conditions, 

but we would still not be completely devastated. We are one with nature. We never take societal 

beatings with a smile, but we know that such struggles we undertake throughout our lives, are 

not the definition of who we truly are as a people. 

Many of our fellow brothers and sisters occasionally leave our continent for greener 

pastures to other parts of the world, but it is nothing strange that the majority of our people 

always return to Africa. It was never boredom or the cold weather that resulted in their longing to 

be in touch with their roots, although at times such outcomes are part of the reason why. Let me 

outline the actual factor here. Africa did not come into existence on cereal. What I mean by this 

is that within the belly of Africa is not a creation of preservation but of the natural order of 

things. Already I can hear murmurs from others who are not part of our continent. Who does he 

think he is to tell us that we are not significant enough from our side? What is funny is that most 

people often miss the point when we arrive at such critical issues. I will never follow a 

brainwashed stigma of belittling my origins. Why should I even apologize or be lenient within 

the context of this essay? 

I have come to discover that those who are not from Mama Africa: are never tolerant to 

the undeniable fact of us this being a great continent, this great nation. Oh yes, we are a nation 

and not merely countries. By virtue of me stating that is another shock to many, of which I enjoy 

with an upbeat spirit. It would be naïve and furthermore stupid to say that I am Xhosa and my 

culture is the only superior in the whole of Africa. Yes, I am who I am, a Xhosa, but I also know 

that there is no superior culture in Africa, for all cultures are superior in their significant right as 

one. With delight, I have arrived at a learning curve in my life that my surname carries a 

significant tradition of an everlasting legacy. Pambo is my surname, but how would I have 

known, if not within the fortress landscape of Africa that one of my ancestral descendants is 

Saint Pambo, an Egyptian Desert Father, who established many monasteries as a spiritual being.                                      

As much as this knowledge keeps me grounded, I would not prefer to observe my ancestor only 

in the Egyptian sense, but rather in the African state of mind.   

You see, this is not about me boasting or being hot headed about my lineage, because 

every single African Mother, daughter, Father and brother, is knitted with a tremendous legacy 

from one generation to the next. No matter how the modern age may continue to evolve and new 

robotic technologies invented, what sustains us in order to never be lost, is the realization that we 

are greatness and we should never think otherwise.  

For such reality, is another thought-provoking account, that leadership is dominant in 

Africa.  Certainly, one cannot afford being misled by the money hungry scavengers of men and 

women, dressed in fancy suits, occupying illegal hectares of land, trying to fool their fellow 

people that they want to bring about an immense righteous change in our continent. Africans are 
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fully aware of these people and will never allow such disgraces to let them astray for one bit - for 

the truth always has a funny way to conquer lies before the people can even put on a fight.  

The Africa I know is not a landscape filled with temples of brothels. It is the aura of 

tremendous wildlife of such great magnitude. I count my blessings for living in an age, where I 

can see the grace of a lion, the strength of a rhino, the heist of a sprinting cheetah and the gentle 

eloquent movements of a grey elephant. Remember when I said that we are one with nature, it is 

not shocking, that certain creatures are from and seen only in the heart of Africa.                                                  

The reason why that is so, is also highly hidden in the order of things. If man was created 

to be in tune with the heated weather of Africa, so was it decided that certain animals shall be 

aligned accordingly. In many respects, there is so much closeness and familiarity with animals 

and us despite not being able to speak the same language or dine together. What these television 

networks often broadcast is not the true story. How often are we classified with that cliché image 

of dangling around the vicinity with animal skins on our backs? So what if we do wear or wore 

animal skins at times? What these unqualified reporters miss out, and when I say ‘unqualified,’- I 

mean it in the spiritual sense of not being able to see the truth beyond the naked eye- is that 

Africans, true Africans who cherish their heritage, with all of their might, are not conformists of 

this world but rather transformers beyond the simplistic.  

Maybe someone else not from Africa would be embarrassed to wear an animal skin. Still, 

I beg to differ because Eskimo’s and Indians have always done so, in history. What I find 

degrading is when such is done by an African, and then the ones with the golden telescope 

ridicule us as being nomad or worst of all being illiterate about ourselves. Do some of these folks 

even know their identity, I often find myself asking. By them creating a laughing stock about our 

continent, does that heal a wound within themselves? If that should be the case, then well, I 

vouch to say with less relief but more astonishment, we are certainly living in interesting 

psychotic times! 

 

 

 

 

The Shadows of Light by Nshe Velnoe David – Nigeria.  

You get what you deserve. There is an old saying “One that survive the years because it’s 

true, for the most part but not for everyone”. Some get more than they deserve because they believe 

they are out like everyone else but they rule, the one people like me and you, the people that work 

and struggle to live our lives just live. That don’t apply to them, that they can do anything and live 

happily ever after while the rest of us suffer. They do this from the shadows, shadows that we cast 

with our own indifference. With the pervasive lack of interest in anything that doesn’t indirectly 

affect us we here and now. Or maybe it’s just the shadows of weariness. Of how tired we are 

struggling to crawl our way back to a middle class that no longer exist. Because of those who take 

more than they deserve and they keep taking until all that is left for the rest of us is a memory of 

how it used to, before the cooperations and the bottom line decided we didn’t matter anymore. But 

we do, you and I and the people of this country, we still matter.  

There is someone in this country that doesn’t share this belief, he has been amongst us for 

quite some time, you have never heard his name, you’ve never seen his face. He’s stayed in the 

shadows. Because men like him, men that want to control our country, our lives, fear the light. 

And what it reveals. These men must no longer be allowed to operate in darkness. If they have 

nothing to hide, let them step forward. For what we know them for or rather for what they are 

called, the name that stands for them and which they are generalized with, is ‘The Cabal’. All we 
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ask for is to have a better view of the shadows they hide in and call for a better country. A 

country where every child will be given better education, where everyone will be given equal 

opportunities, have equal rights, a better future and a better present to reckon with and to live in. 

This, I wish, gets to them and pushes them out of the shadows and into the light. It brings them 

to see the better country we all crave for. A new and better Nigeria. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ngũgĩ Wa Thiong’o’ has Marginalized the Massive Role of Economic Freedom in 

Decolonization By 
His pen, like a fountain, gushes with ingenuity and wit from abundant creative reservoir 

from his lone days in Kamiti Maximum Facility, where he had been thrown without a charge and 

where he, Professor Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o’, fought back the intended disgrace and debase by 

penning his classic novel, Devil on the Cross on toilet paper. The Writer has since 1962 painted 

the earth’s literary scene with a stream of color and charted a trail of knowledge with his prized 

literary works and lectures.  

As an adolescent, Ngũgĩ lived through the 50s, an epoch of dreadful carnage and 

shadows, when Kenya as a British colony was sopped with blood, and villages frayed by 

diabolical flames of fire, and hordes of Kenyans confined in colonial villages. Roughly 90,000 

Kenyans died during that time (Kenya Human Rights Commission), but history remembers a 

handful. In the dawn of the 1960s, when war ceased, Ngũgĩ emerged into literary scene with the 

performance of his first major play, The Black Hermit, at the National Theatre in Kampala.  

From 1967 to 1977, Ngũgĩ lectured English Literature at the University of Nairobi where 

he was at the core of the politics of English departments in Africa. He advocated for the change 

of name from English to simply Literature to reflect world literature with African and third world 

literatures at the center. He, with Taban Lo Liyong and Awuor Anyumba, authored the polemical 

declaration, ‘On the Abolition of the English Department’; setting in motion a continental and 

global debate that underpinned postcolonial theories. “If there is need for a ‘study of the historic 

continuity of a single culture, why can’t this be African? ...Why can’t African literature be at the 

centre so that we can view other cultures in relationship to it?” they asked. The text is carried in 

his first volume of literary essays, Homecoming, which appeared in print in 1969 

(ngugiwathiongo.com). 

Ngũgĩ, a highly invoked and revered literary demigod in Kenya, has however 

marginalized the economic approach to Africa’s cultural independence.  

 

I have received no scant howls of derision, and angry emojis when I wrote that the good 

old Professor still battles vague colonial phantoms.  In his book ‘Decolonising the Mind’, 

Ngũgĩ’s thesis is validly alarmed by imperialism and it’s control of African cultures, politics and 

economy. He premises his thesis on the significance of language in self-determination. ‘The 

choice of language and the use to which language is put is central to people’s determination of 

themselves in relation to their natural and social environment’, Ngũgĩ writes. Thomas Mlanda, a 

literary theorist notes that 'Ngugi's ideological inclination on African languages seems to me 

more of passion but does not address the reality of Africa in relation to the world, nor do his 

followers extrapolate the same through meaningful discourse’.  
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The scholar has refused to face the reality of Africa neo-colonization. That the real, the 

most stubborn and obnoxious colonisers of Africa are Africans themselves. The ruthless home-

grown dictators incapacitated Africa economically and in extension degraded language, and thus 

culture. Talk of oppressive and corrupt regime of Sani Abacha, a Stone Age dictator addicted to 

blood. Talk of Mobutu Sese Seko Kuku Ngbendu Wa Za Banga- the ruthless assassin of hope 

who left a trail of fire in his path, talk of Jomo Kenyatta, Moi, their orphans and minions, the true 

enemies of democracy and architects of economic failure who managed economies like private 

properties. A weak economy leads to economic slavery. Economic slavery does not come alone, 

it tags cultural and language servitude along. 

Author Charles Okoth remarks ‘without economic emancipation, and own scientific 

intentions, we will go on aping foreign cultures. We are now using public funds to initiate 

Chinese language syllabus in our schools, later day colonialism par excellence. The Luyias say 

that ‘whoever feeds you can beat your mother as you look on.’ The activist writers such as Ken 

Saro Wiwa, Prof.Katana Mkangi and Koigi wa Wamwere struggle for social justice wherefore 

economic freedom stems. Emanated from the worry of power concentrating in the hands of a 

few, which means exploitation and subordination when the country goes broke and goes begging 

for aid and taking loans like popcorns.  

Ngũgĩ has been tucked in self-imposed 'exile' for too long! Scared, maybe traumatised by 

'his Africa’ being deeply immersed in western culture, teaching in English, eating English food, 

dancing to English music, and lecturing Africa about the need to go slow on English ways and 

preserve African culture and language. 

Unlike Ngũgĩ, the new blood of decolonized Pan-Africanists believe that that unification 

of Africa remains an elixir to decolonization. In her essay ‘Meditations on the African 

Continental Free Trade Agreement and the Free Movement Protocol: A Nkrumaist Critique’ 

published on Mbeki.org, South African Pan-Africanist Dikeledi Mokoena writes, ‘The modern 

Pan-Africanists are those who genuinely advocate for the unity of Africa and the facilitation of 

an African renaissance within the similar logic of economic relations of domination, inequality 

and dehumanization of Africans and violation of our dignity. The quest for integration through a 

market led framework and its reproduction of colonial stratification of the continent remains a 

concern.’ I submit that Professor Ngugi’s idea of African culture and languages is an outdated 

notion provoked by well-intended sentiments, and not by scientific realities and natural nature of 

man! Languages and cultures are dynamic, blending and cyclical in nature and they suffer 

natural fate and they obey the Darwinian evolution thesis. In Darwinian mechanical terms the 

phrase is best understood as "Survival for the fittest’, wherefore in the struggle for life the most 

favorable species survive and dominate.  

As much as writing vernacular books such as Ngũgĩ‘s is important for appreciation of 

local languages, Africa cannot avoid language and cultural colonization through them. They can 

only do that by economic liberation and competitiveness especially digitally and to avoid digital 

colonization. Superior economies will continue to colonize African culture digitally and outside 

the digital space simply because they have massive economic muscle. 
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Games and more 

Answer this quiz correctly and win prizes.  
1. How many short stories are in the first Issue of The Nalubaale Review 

Magazine? 

2. What is the poem, ‘’ in our first issue about? 

3. The first issue features writers from how many African countries?  

 

Adventure and win: 

 Invite ten people to follow our blog and receive a free gift from us 

when they all do! 

Also, subscribe to our mailing list, our blog and our WhatsApp 

Readers/Authors Group. 

 
Join our mailing list: nalubaalereview@gmail.com  

Our blog:  nalubaalereview.wordpress.com 

WhatsApp: +256753953781 

 
 

CALL FOR ROMANCE MANUSCRIPTS  

We are looking to publish the best romance stories and novels from Africa. Submit your romance 

or fantasy fiction novel manuscript to us today. Send them to nalubaalereview@gmail.com. 

“RomanceChallenge” / “FantasyChallengeAfrica” as the email subject.  

 

CALL FOR CHILDREN’S BOOKS FOR PPUBLISHING 

We are looking to publish the best children’s books, tales and comics from Africa. Submit that 

wonderful imaginative and interesting book draft to us today. Send it to 

nalubaalereview@gmail.com. “ChildrensBooksChallenge” as the email subject.  
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